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Extended campus programs stress community work 
By Donee Fece 
Managing editor 
Pun Moore, an associate professor 
in the department of baccalaureate 
nursing, expanded her leeching to 
outside the university hut fall, when 
she participeied in the extended cam- 
pus program, which pieced her in 
Hazard, spending an evening each 
week with her in-laws. 
Moore was pleased with the pro- 
gram and taught a spring semester 
course in Somerset- 
Though she is not teaching through 
the extended campus program this 
semester, Moore said she is looking 
forward to working in the program 
this spring. 
"I believe in Eastern's commitment 
to outreach," she said. "Some students 
don't have the accessibility to college 
courses. The university and my de- 
partment desire to go out in the com- 
munity and meet this demand." 
Through the extended campus pro- 
gram, the university was assigned a 
22-county service region by the Coun- 
cil on Higher Education and is reepon- 
sible for the instruction and coordina- 
tion of higher education courses, both 
graduate and undergraduate, through- 
out the region. 
Though the program has existed 
for several years, enrollment has in- 
creased from 629 students enrolled for 
1985 fan classes to 1.009 students 
enrolled the past spring semester. 
Dr. Virginia Falkenberg, dean of 
graduate studies and research, said the 
enrollment increase seems to be due to 
a shift in the program's focus. 
"In the hut three years we have 
converted from mainly education and 
law enforcement courses to an in 
creased number of general courses as 
well as providing planned program- 
matic offerings for the needs of spe- 
cific areas,''she said. 
Manchester is one area within the 
22-county service region that the uni- 
versity is focusing particular correc- 
tions dp— toward because it has 
been named as the site of a federal 
prison scheduled to be completed in 
two years. 
"We are surveying the needs of the 
area to be sure we provide the educa- 
tional opportunities so that people 
living in Clay County and the sur- 
rounding counties can upgrade their 
educations to the point that they can 
meet the requirements for applying to 
the jobs," Falkenberg said. 
The university is offering an intro- 
Prograss photos/Chart* BoNon 
Overcrowded parking areas has called for towing in some lots, as the poster below explains. 
Parking problems 
cause frustration 
l.'ORTANT 
PARKING 
.NOTICE 
By Donna Pace 
Managing editor 
Angeline Smith drove to cam- 
pus three days before classes started 
to pay her fees and pick up her 
parking stickers before lines were 
forming out the doors of the Jones 
and Powell buildings. 
However, less than two hours 
after she arrived on campus. Smith 
was sitting in the Richmond Police 
Departmentafter being arrested and 
charged with disorderly conduct by 
public safety officers at the Brewer 
Building. 
Smith, a Richmond commuter, 
was arrested after being verbally 
abusive to public safety workers 
asking her questions about her car 
that had been towed from the Mar- 
tin Lot, she said. 
According to Smith, she had 
perked her car in the lot atl2:30 
p.m. Aug. 22 after finding the oth- 
ers full. After leaving her car, she 
ran errands on campus, and returned 
to the Martin Lot at 1:40 pm.  
After noticing another automo- 
bile in her parking space, she wallceo 
to the Brewer Building to see if 
someone in public safety could help 
find her car. 
'There was already a line out the 
door when I got there,'' the senior, 
elementary education major, said. 
"I gave them the information I knew, 
and they told me my car had been 
towed. 
"I know I was mad, but I told 
them all I could. They said I should 
be more cooperative. What did they 
want me to do — smile?" 
At that time Smith used abusive 
language, ran out the door and threw 
the personal items she had with her 
on the sidewalk. 
Minutes later she was arrested 
and charged with disorderly con- 
duct 
She was handcuffed and trans- 
ported to the Richmond Police 
Department. She left an hour later 
with a court date set for her trial, she 
Smith did not abide by campus 
regulations when she parked in an 
area reserved for employees only. 
However, she contends she 
didn't know the seriousness of her 
mistake at the time. 
They low your cars and then 
tell you how to avoid it," Smith 
said. "How was I suppose to know 
they were ticketing and worst of all 
lowing in lots three days before 
classes started?" 
According to officials from 
public safety, towing has always 
occurred in employee lots. 
Posters explaining the ticketing 
and towing procedures were also 
located in buildings throughout 
campus. 
Tom Lindquist, director of pub- 
lic safety, said students have in fact 
been given two more days than last 
year to park without stickers, as 
long as they do not park in em- 
ployee, handicap or service vehicle 
spaces. 
Lindquist described the parking 
problem as one that would lessen as 
the semester progresses. 
"We haw virtually everyone here 
at one time with an extraordinarily 
large number of vehicles," Lind- 
quist said. "It's putting a crunch on 
the parking system." 
Many of those with automobiles 
here now are just using them to load 
items for their residence hall rooms, 
he said. 
"Last year it didn't get better 
until three or four weeks into the 
semester," Lindquist added. 
Though some of the parking 
problems will be alleviated with 
(See LACK, Page A-5) 
Downtown Richmond busy first Thursday night 
auction to corrections course to those 
in the Manchester area this fall. 
According to university President 
Dr. H. Hanly Punderburk special grants 
are given to some of the programs but 
"the largest majority, when we are 
talking about credit courses, feeds into 
the credit hours produced and into the 
formula funding." 
Funderburk added that those who 
take the courses also pay fees on the 
"•sane fee schedule, generally speak- 
ing." that those attending the univer- 
sity are on. 
Though instructors are paid for 
leaching, as well as mileage, and 
sometimesovernight lodging and other 
miscellaneous expenses, Funderburk 
said the income from the program still 
outweighs its liabilities. 
"We can't take all the classes to 
them," he said. "If people want to 
pursue these various degrees, they will 
have to come to the campus, and these 
programs do expose the opportunites 
on campus." 
'The payoff is there. We can see it 
this fall with the increased commuter 
enroll mental the university from these 
22 areas," Funderburk added. 
(See CAMPUS, Page A-e) 
Council reviews 
higher education 
funding formula 
By Amy CaudiH 
Edltor 
University President Dr. H. Hanly 
Funderburk and Student Association 
president Hunter Bates were among 
those who addressed the Kentucky 
Council on Higher Education finance 
committee at a hearing Tuesday to 
review the higher education funding 
formula. 
The hearing was one of eight to be 
held on campuses of Kentucky' s eight 
state universities in August and Sep- 
tember. 
The current funding formula. Ken- 
lucky Appropriations Recommenda- 
tions Formula, was established by the 
1982 General Assembly and put into 
effect in 1983. It was used to request 
funds in the 1984, 1986 and 1988 
legislative sessions. 
The council is required to review 
the formula regularly. It has not been 
reviewed since its inception. 
The formula was designed to meet 
the needs of all Kentucky's stale uni- 
versities and to be used in the same 
way by all of them. 
The basic objectives of the formula 
are to 
* establish the amount of support 
needed based on Kentucky statutes 
and council-approved university en- 
deavors in instruction, research and 
public service, 
* consider equally important all mis- 
sions and activities, 
* recognize the range of responsibili- 
ties a universky has and 
•address equity, adequacy and diver- 
sity. 
The formula is based on an average 
derived from the average fimrHag of 
surrounding stales. The Kentucky 
average in 1987-88 was 88.3 percent 
of the average for 16 surrounding 
states. 
Members of the committee and 
others present, including Funderburk, 
expressed a desire to raise ate) Ken- 
tucky average to 100 percent of the 
average for surrounding; states. 
. •The-goal for the Kentucky for- 
mula should be for more than average 
funding for Kentucky universities," 
Funderburk said."lnauniversity class- 
room, average work is graded with a 
letter of C. Kentucky needs and de- 
serves an A-plus educational system 
from kindergarten through graduate 
schooL" 
Both Funderburk and Bates named 
faculty salaries as high priorities in the 
university's budget and asked the 
(See CHE, Page A-6) 
Enrollment, salaries 
interest Funderburk 
By Brent niearr 
News editor 
Although many university students 
needed maps to guide them around 
campus this week, they still remem- 
bered the way to downtown Richmond 
Thursday night —and bar owners are 
glad they came back to school. 
"We'reastutk^-orienled business, 
so it makes all the difference in the 
world to us," said Robby Robinson, 
who operates The Family Dog, a bar 
located on First Street. 
The Dog was relatively quiet, ex- 
cept for the music, at 8:30p.m.. but by 
10 o'clock, it was growling with stu- 
dents drinking beer, playing pool and 
watching either one of two large-screen 
televisions. 
The Family Dog has been a col- 
lege bar since 1948, and I started here 
in 1974." Robinson said. "With that 
many other nights to compare (Thurs- 
day) to. it doesn't really stand out It 
was just an average night" 
Many who left The Dog walked 
north on First Street and turned right 
down Main Street to get into one of 
two other bars, O'Riley's Pub and J. 
Sutler's Mill, situated opposite one 
another. 
However, the length of the lines 
outside both O'Riley's and J. Sutler's 
were equally long, stretching nearly 
half a block as students patiently waited 
lo make the most of their time and 
money. 
Richmond city police cruisers were 
first spotted patrolling the downtown 
area at 9:20 p.m. 
The reason for the wait at J. Sutler's 
was a matter of safety. The bar was 
filled to its capacity of 301, so some- 
one had to exit the bar before another 
patron could enter. 
"It's like any other business in 
Richmond; you can really feel the 
impact of the students," said Billy 
Luxon, the owner of J. Sutler's. 
"I think everybody wanted to go 
back to the old places," Luxon added. 
"Some people have friends and don't 
know where they're staying, and it's 
just a good place for them to meet and 
mingle and have a good time." 
While good times were definitely 
being had, an accident involving two 
university students in April was not a 
major topic of discussion over the Top 
40 music that blasted away. 
Tonia Denise King and Michelle 
Magruder were killed when a car 
driven by Melinda Lighter, a 20-year- 
old university student, struck a utility 
pole on Second Street. 
A lest administered on Lighter at 
(See BARS, Page A-4) 
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By Amy CaudiH 
Editor 
Enrollment, faculty salaries and the 
honors program are at the top of the 
priority list for university President 
Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk 
A ball-park estimate shows uni ver- 
sify enrollment lobe up by about 600. 
Funderburk said although the univer- 
sity wasn't expecting the increase, he 
was glad to have it 
"We're a little surprised at the great 
increase," Funderburk said "But we'll 
take it and handle it" 
John D. Rowlett, vice president for 
academic affairs, said an official "head 
count" will not be available until Nov. 
15, when the university is required lo 
report enrollment numbers to the 
Council on Higher Education. 
Rowlett said getting accurate num- 
bers early in the semester is virtually 
impossible because someclassesdon't 
begin at the onset of the semester. 
Demographics for students are 
changing with increases in numbers of 
part-time students, older students and 
graduates, who are pursuing a second 
degree or certification. 
•The mix of students at Eastern is 
changing very, very rapidly," Rowlett 
said. 
In 1976. the number of male part- 
time students outnumbered women and 
now the numbers ere reversed. 
Rowlett attributed this to the higher 
number of working women who want 
to take classes. In 1976, most of the 
women who took classes attended 
school full-time. 
Also up over the last four yean are 
faculty salaries. 
Funderburk said stare appropriated 
money for faculty salaries has in- 
creased by 19.2 percent in the last four 
years, and university faculty salaries 
have increased by 24.6percent which 
is about a 5.5 percent greater increase 
than other state universities. 
"We have moved from below aver- 
age in our salaries for faculty among 
regional institutions in this state four 
years ago to almost at the top," Fun- 
derburk said. 
Funderburk said higher faculty 
salaries mean higher quality faculty 
Funderburk stressed planning and 
revitalizing the university's existing 
programs. 
A planning program, which is in its 
fifth cycle, resulted in the elimination 
of several small degree programs and 
the combination of others, making for 
a stronger and tighter curriculum. 
Funderburk said the planning pro- 
gram not only makes valuable changes 
lo the university, but it also gives all 
levelsofuniversitypersonnelachance 
to get involved in the changes. 
Funderburk said attitudes and 
morale are better when the university 
(See FUNDERBURK, Page A-*) 
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Paricing nightmares are again the focus of con- 
versation in the grill, throughout the hallways and 
in lot after lot, where vehicle after vehicle is tick- 
eted, hooked and towed. 
Though university officials have worked ada- 
mantly zoning and rezoning virtually every lot on 
campus, it seems the basic problem is being avoided. 
Simply, there are not enough parking facilities on 
the university's 300 acres. 
We understand it is simple to state the problem 
but much more difficult to find a solution; how- 
ever, it is evident a solution must be found soon. 
Students and faculty have seen the problem 
escalate each year. We have come to the point of 
physically righting for parking places and standing 
in empty spaces as a friend goes to move his car 
from the fire zone. 
We leave our registered cars at home because, 
through experience, we have learned that those 
cars without stickers will be ticketed, but the tickets 
will not be processed. 
This behavior is uncivilized but so is expecting 
almost 450 students to unload crates of books, 
clothes, food and other necessities from a vacant 
parking space in Alumni Coliseum, unless they are 
lucky enough to find a parking space in the McG- 
regor Lot, which holds 25 cars (including the meter 
spaces). 
Frustration mounted last week when tickets were 
given during the days of classes, while hazard 
lights were flashing and trunks were overflowing 
with a semester worth of items. 
Though it is disheartening to see anotherstudent's 
car towed from a lot, we wait in line behind the tow 
truck, eager to peel into the vacated space. 
It is the university's responsibility to alleviate 
this problem, not just procrastinate with day-to-day 
solutions. 
university, the division of public safety and even 
student senate. These studies an show there are 
too few parking spaces for the growing number of 
students attending the university. 
The word of the day now becomes funding. 
With that, the parking problem is officially de- 
clared dead on arrival. 
Parking woes are on the bottom of the money 
allotment list Complain as we may, we might not 
substitute a million dollar, four-floor parking struc- 
ture for football stadium lights or air conditioning 
for the Moore Building. 
The higher education funding" formula was 
developed to further aid educational advance- 
ment, not create a positive parking environment. 
We agree die university's land has been devel- 
oped almost as feasibly as possible. Parking 
facilities are ideally located; the demand just 
cannot be met. 
If the university cannot afford to build a multi- 
level parking structure, the solution lies in limit- 
ing those who drive automobiles. 
Automobile registration for the university 
should be limited to upperclassmen. This is a 
feasible, effective, inexpensive way to stop our 
parking dilemma. If freshmen do not begin the 
semester with an automobile, the luxury of having 
one is not lost 
While minimizing parking problems, we could 
also gradually reduce the number of students 
leaving the university on weekends. Without 
automobiles, students could rely on the university 
to provide weekend activities. 
Weekend football games could see an increase 
in attendance, local businesses, as well as the 
bookstore, grill and cafeteria, could see an in- 
crease in revenue, and the university could live up 
to its most recent motto—Eastern, we're here for 
Study after study has been conducted by the     you. 
Funding from private sources 
enhances university relations 
When donations to the university exceed $1 
million for the second consecutive fiscal year, 
someone should be thanked. 
The division of development, the Alumni Asso- 
ciation and numerous other sectors of the campus 
community are responsible for bringing to the 
university large monetary gifts that are used for 
scholarship funds, building projects and other 
positive endeavors which enrich the university as a 
whole. 
The former two, in particular, devote most of 
their time to soliciting funds from corporations, 
foundations and private individuals. Though this 
may seem on the surface to be merely a method of 
making the university richer, it is actually a means 
of enriching the university. 
Through communication with alumni and give- 
and-take with various areas of the university's 22- 
county service region, the Alumni Association and 
division of development establish relationships 
valuable to all parties involved. 
The phonothon sponsored each year by the 
Alumni Association establishes connections with 
alumni, giving them a chance to make contact and 
keep abreast of the goings-on at their alma mater. 
By the same token, the university receives do- 
nations which can be poured into such projects as 
excellence in teaching awards, which in turn cre- 
ate a more positive feeling in the university 
community. 
The fund-raising efforts of the division of de- 
velopment have strengthened the honors pro- 
gram, which offers scholarships to Governor's 
Scholars. National Merit finalists and semi-final- 
ists, and other outstanding academic achievers. 
While it seems that the university gets all its 
money from the state, it is actually only partially 
supported by the state, while a large part of the 
university's income comes from voluntary sup- 
port. 
So although the Alumni Association and the 
division of development receive little recogni- 
tion, they are largely responsible for keeping this 
institution running and for developing and broad- 
ening the university's spectrum, which makes the 
university environment more positive for all of us. 
Hall judicial boards important 
for administration of justice 
A very special election will be held in each 
residence hall during this month that has a supreme 
importance, the administration of justice. 
The Residence Hall Association has been push- 
ing for the establishment of judicial boards in each 
hall for many years, but not so long ago, it ran into 
a major stumbling Mock, student apathy, in its plea 
for candidates to run in board elections. 
Students should step forward to fill the four seats 
on each judicial board not only to earn the feeling 
that "I am somebody," but for the feeling of service 
to the university community. 
Without judicial boards, it is left  to the hall 
director to handle problems such as vandalism, 
personal conflicts and quiet hour violations. 
Students should decide what punishment their 
peers deserve for hall rules violations just as the 
U.S. Constitution guarantees the accused a trial by 
a jury of his peers. 
This does not mean a hall director cannot be 
fair, but that a judicial board is the better alterna- 
tive. 
Sitting on a board would also give students 
interested in criminal justice some basic hands-on 
experience in judging the validity of evidence and 
in the sentencing procedure. 
Give the judicial board system a chance by 
announcing your candidacy. 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
The Eastern Progress encourages its 
lo writs ■ letter to the editor on 
toy topic of miereit to the university 
community. 
Lettcri submitted for publication 
should be typed end double- space. They 
should be no longer than 250 words. The 
Progress may condense letters over 230 
words. However grammar, punctuation 
and spelling will not be changed or cor- 
rected in a letter. 
Letters should be addressed to the 
newspaper and must contain the author's 
address and telephone number. Letters 
must also include the author's signature. 
Carbon copies, photocopies and letters 
with illegible signatures will not be ac- 
cepted. Unsigned letters will not be ac- 
cepted. 
The Progress uses its own judgment ID 
determine if a letter is libelous or in poor 
taste and reserves the right lo reject any 
letters. 
The Pro greet also gives readers an 
opportunity to express more detailed opin- 
ions in a column called "Your Turn." 
These columns should be in the form 
of aw editorial or essay. Those interested 
in writing a "Your Turn" column should 
contact the editor before submitting an 
article. Letters and columns should be 
mailed to The Eastern Progress 117 
Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky Uni- 
versity, Richmond. Ky 40475. 
The deadline for submitting a letter 
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior 
to Thursday t publication. 
Letters and columns will be printed 
hi accordance with available space. 
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Discount store feels like home 
Rows and rows of everything from 
paper towels to party favors, clothing 
lo cosmetics, appliances to allergy 
medicine, smiling faces in perky blue 
uniforms with name tags for your 
convenience, neatly sectioned depart- 
ments with big bold letters to tell you 
which is which, a sea of aisles and 
checkout counters 
Just walking through the "in" door 
gives one a feeling of coming home. 
There's no place like Wal-mart. 
At least once every day, I think of 
something I need from Wal-mart I 
have to be thankful each time for Mr. 
Walton, who conceived this piece of 
brilliance and gave me a place that 
meets almost all my consumer needs. 
Sure it's only a discount store, bat 
can you think of one thing you need 
that it doesn't have? Admit it — you 
can't! 
If Wal-mart sold groceries. I think 
I'd just rent a space and move in. TaJk 
about one-stop shopping! Where else 
could you buy everything yon use 
from morning until bedtime? 
Think about a. 
You get out of bed and the first 
tiring you do is take a shower. To do 
this you need a towel, a washcloth. 
Whatnot 
Amy Caudill 
soap, shampoo and maybe a razor. 
After you get out of the shower. 
you need deodorant, clothes, a comb 
or brush and possibly lotion, mousse, 
shaving cream, hairspray, makeup and 
toothpaste. Have I mentioned any- 
thing Wal-mart doesn't have? 
In the course of your day, you may 
use paper, pencils, pens, tape, scis- 
sors, a backpack, dish detergent, laun- 
dry detergent, tables, chairs, gum, 
cups, saucers, forks, spoons, knives.. 
Am I making my point? 
At bedtime, you repeat some of 
your morning rituals, such as brushing 
your teem and washing your face. You 
also need sheets, a pillow and a blan- 
ket. You might also like a book to 
make you sleepy. 
There you have iL Except for food, 
cars and tiujor appliances, there's little 
Wal-mart doesn't have. 
It's not just that Wal-mart is a great, 
nay super, discount store. It's become 
something of an institution. 
One evening recently I left the 
Progress and suddenly felt very alone. 
I heard Wal-mart calling me. The 
excursion resulted in a new picture for 
my room and two rolls of contact 
paper. My room looked better, and I 
felt like a new woman. 
Going to Wal-mart has almost 
become a form of recreation. Where 
the average, middle-class, American 
family used to take in a movie or go 
bowling, now the whole family piles 
into the station wagon and makes a 
trip to Wal-mart. 
Even if it's just to bay socks for 
Mom, Dad and 2.2 children, everyone 
has a good time. If the kids play their 
cards right, they might get an lose or 
an order of nachoc out of the trip. What 
could be finer? 
For those who don't have a Wal- 
mart in their hometown, there's surely 
one in the next closest town. Is 50 or 
so miles too much to drive when the 
reward is the ultimate discount city? 
In other words 
To the editor: 
Freedom of expression 
There were two articles in the 
August 25th Progress which caught 
my attention and I felt could not slip 
by without commeni.The first was the 
article by Joe Griggs concerning lei- 
sure aliemttives. I know that Mr. 
Griggs cannot possibly mention all 
the leisure activities that exist in and 
around campus. But it would seem to 
me that the priorities of the Progress 
should be to mention by name the 
dozens of campus organizations that 
seek to provide students with leisure 
activities before (and perhaps instead 
of) listing the downtown bsirs. And if 
you must insist on providing free 
publicity for those establishments, 
what about mentioning the Ark, which 
offers a place to dance and socialize 
without the problems associated with 
drinking. In addition, the article men- 
tions that many of the bars allow 18 
year olds to enter but fails to mention 
that it is illegal for persons under the 
age of 21 to be served alcohol. It 
would seem that in light of the contro- 
versy surrounding this issue and the 
tragedies last spring that were contrib- 
uted to by alcohol consumption by 
persons under 21, that would be a 
responsible and important point for 
your paper to make. 
The second article was "On The 
Lookout'' concerning the controversy 
surrounding the movie "The Last 
Temptation of Christ". Mr. Griggs and 
many others who have written articles 
and letters concerning their right to 
see this movie have every right to do 
so under the same Constitution that is 
cited by Mr. Griggs and others as 
preserving their right to see it If any- 
one is denying your freedom, it is the 
theaters in favor of screening the 
movie, that would be a constructive 
exercise of your freedom. However, 
you should not deny others the right to 
do the same. The Constitution is de- 
signed to work the same for all of us. 
whether we agree with one another or 
not 
MarkB.Girard 
105 Lee Ct 
Recently the publication of the 
movie. The Last Temptation of 
Christ" has provoked a lot of corn- 
menu. Some have been for and some 
against, but a few have been tasteless 
and cruel. I am referring to an article 
on page B-5 of August 25th's paper. In 
this article, Christians were referred to 
as, "psychos", "twits", "and "hypo- 
critical bigots" to name a few. These 
rude statements have hurt quite a few 
people; among whom are both Chris- 
tians and non-Christians. 
I know the constitution gives us the 
freedom of speech but does that also 
mean they can blatanUy insult and 
degrade others? I certainly think not! 
Personally, I will not go sec the 
movie. And, I think we Christians 
have the right to protest like every 
other American. However, we are in 
no way "censoring the movie, and I 
think the columnists should stop blam- 
ing us! 
Whatever the case, everyone should 
refrain from the cruel and degrading 
remarks and settle this like true Ameri- 
cans; peacefully. After all. that was 
how the constitution was written! 
F. Allen Blair 
DupreeHaB 
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Sports 
Brent New. 
Display 
• v 622-1872 
Cutssined 
Sylvia Goins or Margrith Semones 
622-1872 
Subscriptions are available by mail at 
JeffreyNewton..,.......622-1882  .„.^"j^ar»It7£n, 
payable in advance. Contact Sylvia Goins 
CharlesBottoo 622-1882   fbrdataila. 
TheEasternProgress is • member of 
Associated Collejiale Press. Kentucky 
Intercollegiate Press Association and 
College Newspaper Business A Adver- 
tising Managers, Inc. 
The Eastern Progress is atsssssltsd 
every Thursday during the school year 
with the exception of vacation and ex- 
amination periods. 
Any false or misleading advertising 
should be reported lo the Adviser/Gen- 
eral Manager, Dr. Libby Fraaa. 117 
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky Uni- 
versity. Richmond, Ky. 40475 or 606 
622-lttO. 
I 
Qllalmamimmnm*m$*mmtmtmU**mm*i '■—»--'-   ^innntnirtessjuWsisssuiliailsiii 
of the university. 
Eastern Kentucky Univeristy is an equal Mmmml&&*m0tmI*»mmmt*^St9mmik*m&t*Utomm 
of alleged discrimination should be directed in writing to the Affirmative Action Officer. Million House, Eastern Kentucky 
University or 622-1258. 
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What would you do to improve ■—\ I wn a 
rGODle DOll  campusp"Wn8? r
 ^ ByCharHeBolton 
Mark Fox, nphoaorc, 
■eertag, Portsmoatk, Ohio: 
"I think they need a parking 
Stephanie Elliott, 
keting, Lancaster: 
"It would cut down a lot if freshmen 
weren't allowed to have cars on cam- 
BasMastia, sop hossore, marketing,   p^' 
Richmond: 
"I think the only thing that could be 
done at this point is to build a several 
story parking garage." 
Heather   Page,   freshman,   ■■de- 
clared, Moatkello: 
" Make some of the Ravine intoapaik - 
ing lot- 
Hart X nm! 
Finally an any own ' 
mY fWVr.H waulant Irt 
snecio anyrfilnj^ur..... 
But MovJ Im Ming ♦*> 
CUT LOOSE 
H.Uo &e*uV.f «l! 
c-t «r» ow 4» »»»y 
place M«d VJC'U 
drinKtmnc bear, 
9*+ n*Hed,»«d 
pwr4y +;H vie «Vaf{ 
OH. Hello 
MOTHER... 
Harris, 
gmeering, Moaat V. 
EMon 
pra-aav 
"h would be better if they had more 
commuter parking and enforced the 
parking stickers." 
Jennifer Herbat, 
cured, Montkelo: 
"Get rid of some of the trees on cam- 
pua." 
Police beat 
TIM reaarkj hare b«a AM wtth 
•tabMiatfi 
Reader finds movie critique 
harsh and unsympathetic 
1 I -a* .»_- a nc* a       —   Upon reading the column "Sword 
of Censorship can slice both ways" by 
arts and entertainment editor Joe 
Griggs in the Progress last week, I was 
distressed. 
Not because of its content, but be- 
causeof the bitterness and vengeance 
of its words. 
These were not words written in 
objection to religious injustice. There 
was not an argument given nor any 
solution offered except to eradicate 
evangelists and those in opposition to 
the controversial film, "The Last 
Temptation of Christ." 
What I read were angry words of 
contempt attacking all religious 
authority. I was not personally of- 
fended, but it saddened me. 
I knew in my heart a little over a 
year ago I would have agreed at least 
partially with him. 
But Griggs seemed to be using his 
journalistic liberties to simply bash 
preachers and flog concerned Chris- 
tians with name calling. 
Basically, damning "Bible-thump- 
ing psychos," defying Pat Robertson- 
type twits, and banning (however 
unclear) hypocritical ultra- conserva- 
tive bigots does not explain why Chris- 
tians of numerous faiths reacted pas- 
sionately to a possible false interpreta- 
tion of a Man known to some as a good 
moral teacher, to others as life itself. 
I am a Christian and someday hope 
to be a responsible journalist. 
It is true constitutionally Ameri- 
cans veguaranteed religious free- 
Opinion 
dom and through this freedom we 
should not live under the tyranny of a 
religious or anti-religious controlled 
leadership. 
In the" situation of Temptation" no 
government intervention look place, 
although Ibebeve his dangerous when 
a majority or a minority of individuals 
under whatever political or religious 
affiliation manipulate big business 
and shake industry doors. 
Is a petition signed with numerous 
signatures threatening to boycott thea- 
ters for showing the film legal? Ap- 
parently yes. 
Was it censorship? Possibly. 
But why were countless numbers 
of Christian believers< Catholics, Epis- 
copate, Methodists — those labeled 
conservative, fundamentalist, and, yes, 
even many liberals) repulsed by the 
accounts given of the films's content? 
In all accounts of Jesus Christ in 
scripture. I found a Man traveling about 
the Palestinian countryside not on a 
goodhearted mission to gain fame as a 
successful prophet nor as a neurotic 
sophist, but continually asking those 
around Him in action and words "who 
ami?" 
C.S. Lewis, professor of medieval 
and renaissance literature at Cambr- 
idge University, put it this way: "He 
was never regarded as a mere moral 
teacher.  He produced mainly three 
effects on the people who acually met 
ham — Hatred, Terror. Adoration." 
Christians believe He revealed to 
men their spiritual state which can be 
an unsettling and horrifying feeling. 
But also, at just the right time in your 
life, most gratifying. 
Personally, Jesus Christ seemed to 
chase me, forcing me lo examine 
myself and then lo consistently re- 
examine Him. 
In myself I found many strengths 
and weaknesses. I found a nice guy 
haunted by failure and entrapped in an 
illusion of high self-based achieve- 
ments. 
Through His example He showed 
me humility towards others, pure un- 
conditional love without bias, mercy, 
compassion and the secret to embrac- 
ing joy in the midst of sorrow and pain. 
Now as a Christian I neither meas- 
Aaa,lt: 
Kaatrj MNa, Brockton. reported an aa- 
known panon attempted lo gain entry into the 
mat of bar car. 
Ans.19: 
Karay Sstra, Brockion. repotted someoae 
had cut a boat in the screen window of bar 
trailer. Nodung was taken from tka trailer 
Aa»» 
Jaffrer R. PMaana, Mom Vemon. wai 
•rated and charted with drivata ander the 
atfMjeaceanddnviniwahasusrjended'faaaee. 
AH-22: 
PfTI Cravat, Todd Hall, reported nil 
wallet had been nolen from hit mailbox The 
wallet wu later found in the raan'i real room 
with $65 miann,. 
Safer* Otoaa, Besky Builtfcng. reported a 
VCX had bean tola, from the Beaky Build 
atf There wuao evidence of forced entry into 
aw room. The VCX u visaed at $670. 
Ana, 23: 
J. Ljach, LouitvB*. we. 
ivin« under the 
of iotouceuni bevaraaes after aa 
officer observed ha wu parked in an unataaor- 
iaedaoae. 
Geerae Daaa, Commonwealth Hall, re 
ported the mefl of • key chain pouch oontainin| 
several keys hasongiria, 10 Taanar L. WSsoa, 
Lexington. The poach ii valued at $50. 
JM AHglar reported the fire alarm eoeaat- 
■ngmih.Coate.BuUdaH- The Richraoad Fire 
oa the secoad Door, 
porudthae 
iaRowtaa Tka 
Fire 
at a* fourth floor ■ 
off aw all 
Aug. 24: 
Hall, i 
Da«M Chariaa Pry. Keene HaB, was ar- 
iCraaaa.BsrkaaiiiHan. reported 
a telephone mining from one pflne rooms. 
Aaflaaae M. Saettfc, Richmond, was ar- 
rested and charged with disorderly conduct in 
the Brewer Building tflferher vehicle was lowed. 
AJsaaa Mriataah. Brockton, reported a 
fax behind her apanmaat. The Richmond Fire 
Department was called and saw four juveniles 
leaving the scene. 
Tarryl 
the aWt of an oil pajnong from the television 
room ia aa PowaU Bail frag The aaaabag is 
SUno. 
Stereotypes stir up 
of missed chances 
tire myself by success nor failure for 
these are only states of learning, day - 
by-day, moment -by-moment lessons 
in the school of life. 
It is important for us all to find 
truths and conclusions for ourselves, 
not in interpretation but in document, 
not with personal ideology but in truth 
and knowledge, not always in your 
mind but also in your heart. 
Joe Killin is a senior journalism 
major from Richmond and a Progress 
staffwriter. 
The hand-wound alarm clock rings, 
signaling the dawn of a new day. 
But a quick look around reveals 
I've taken a change of venue, the sixth 
floor of Palmer Hall, and my back 
aches because I haven't been used to 
sleeping on a mattress that feels more 
like the floor. 
The pain goes away when I realize 
I woke up as a senior, and you're 
probably thinking that thrills me. 
Actually, getting out of school and 
moving on is more than scary to me. 
Beginning kindergarten in 1972, 
I've worked hard the past 16 years to 
climb Mount Education, but I also 
think about the opportunities I missed 
out on. 
I often wonder what it would have 
been like to be an elementary teacher's 
worst nightmare. 
A classmate of mine in the second 
grade seemed to have so much fun 
playing with other people's food in the 
lunchroom and then denying he ever 
did it when the teacher found out 
I also mink about the opportunity I 
My Turn 
•     Brent Risner 
passed up to be the class clown, you 
know the guy who had all the "one- 
liners" everybody couldn't get enough 
of. 
But the class clown was always in 
the balloting for "Least Likely to 
Succeed" when it came time to award 
those blessed "Senior Superlatives" in 
high school. 
With a few more muscles, I could 
have become an all-around athlete; 
you know, the guy whose parents were 
tight with the coaches to guarantee his 
place in the starting lineup game after 
game. 
Hey, I'm really sorry I didn't make 
Aag.23: 
ftsrwmy Carry, supervisee/Martin Hal, 
reported a fight between Nkate Wslaalssa, 
Piawt«ahaig.aadWaaayCiai>l,l ssaaawa 
memories 
for senior 
' a bid for class flirt. As I recall, he was 
the guy who the less-than-attractive 
girls loved, but the foxes were an- 
noyed by and were too nice to admit h. 
I didn't become any of theae people. 
In fact, I turned out to be a pretty solid 
student who was popular with the all- 
arouixl athletes, class clowns and flirts 
come test-taking time. 
Now, I'm part of the higher educa- 
, lion system with fellow high school 
graduates on our way to blossoming 
into manhood and womanhood. 
(Editor's note: Some women on this 
campus have accomplished this better 
than men.) 
Come this time next year, I'll be .. 
Ooops! That alarm clock was my 
roommate's, not mine. Back to sleep. 
Clarification 
In an August 25 sports story, the 
name of LewSmither was misspelled. 
In an August 25 news story, the 
name of Jeanneae Crockett was mis- 
spelled  
GALDA'S GOLD 
AND VARIETY 
Antiques * Jewelry 
Collectibles 
•We Buy and Sell Gold* 
10% off 
Yf/AP 
624 2939 
Locotsd: 
Ac rou from ttw St at • tank 
447 Mg M.Ava. 
Rfctvnond, KY 
Mrs <M, 
f "'"STUDENTS'"'' *\ 
I Will receive a $25 
. palm reading for $9   < 
{with ID and this "ADJ 
Open 9:00 am -11:00 pm 
Give* advice on all affair. 
of life, such aa love, marriage 
and buaincaa. 
Telia your paat, preaenl aV future. 
363 Big Hill Ave. 
Richmond. 
Kentucky 40175        623-2024 
Remember to 
call the 
Progress 
for results. 
3? 
Richmond's Newest Bonce Lounge 
6<"«eVVVx7 5 * B™T OV       r <%eC       <A0 WELL BRANDS & 
5V       «sj©V LONG-NECKS 
• YOUMTJSTBE20ORAlM)VETOEIVTER» 
135 ERST mam • Downrown 
STUDENT SPECIALS!! 
TOM'S PIZZ 
Home of the "Five Pounder- 
Tom's 18" Pizza 
Classified 
STROMBOLI 
STEAK 
HAM&CHEESE 
or 
SUBMARINE 
with small chips & qt. drink 
$3.75 ■4-u« 
IS" JUMBO PIZZA 
with two items 
$8.49 *- las 
FREE DELIVERY       623-8772 
NO COUPON NECESSARY   OFFER GOOD THRU 9/30 
Lost gold coin ring. $25 reward. 
Call Mark Miller. 624-3353. 
Kim's Hair Salon.112 North Sec- 
ond St. across from Courthouse. 
Student specials: Wet Cuts - guys 
$5.00; girls $8.00. Also Perms, 
Sunbursts 623-5505.  
NEED A GOOD TYPIST? Call 
Tamrny 622-2539. Good knowl- 
edge of APA.  
Cm I FfiF REP WANTED to work 
5-15 hours per week on campus 
starting next (an term. Good in- 
come. For information and appli- 
cation write to: Collegiate Market- 
ing Services, 251 Gienwood Drive, 
Mooresville, NC 28115. 
RECORDSMITH buys USED 
music in excellent condition. EKU 
By-Pass. 623-5058.  
"65 Mustang. Runs good, needs 
body work. $1,250. 624-9183. 
POSTERS, T-shirts, comes, But 
tons, now and used music. 
RECORDSMITH 623-5058. 
JAZZERCISE DANCE FITNESS 
CLASS - #1 Fitness Program m 
' America. Low-impact aerobics for 
all levels of fitness. Variety of music 
and Certified Instructor Mon. & 
W«KJ - 4:30 p.m. in Baptist Stu- 
dent Center, E.K.U. Campus. No 
class on E.K.U. holidays. Multiple 
classes-$2 50 each, Single class- 
$4.00. 20% Discount for E.K.U. 
Students ($2.00 class). For more 
information caR Debbie Guy, 623- 
6654. JOIN ANY TIME!  
' ' ■■ ■ ■" — — — 
DONT BUY MUSIC until you visit 
RECORDSMITH. EKU By-Pass 
623-5058 
ENTRY LEVEL/$8.10 National 
corporation has several openings 
in Richmond area. Internships/ 
scholarships possible. Hoursflex- 
ible. Call 271-4718 (main office). 
APOLLO PIZZA 200 South Sec- 
ond Street. DRIVERS WANTED. 
Part-time-Flexible hours. Must 
have own car & insurance. Must bo 
18 or older with valid drivers Ic. 
Appty in person 
$10-$660 weekly /up mailing circu- 
lars! Rush self-addressed stamped 
envelope: Dept. AN-7CC-AG 256 
S. Robertson, Beverly Hilts, CA 
90211.  
WATERBED -must sen- king, 12 
drawer double pedestal, shelved 
headboard. 623-0587. 
Rockclirnbing, Backpacking. Cav- 
ing, Backcountry skiing, Mountain- 
eering: Supplies and instruction 
Visit our shop-SEARCH FOR AD- 
VENTURE- Rt. 11, Slade, Ky. 
(across from Natural Bridge St. 
Park). CaN 606 272-1656 for free 
catalog 4 brochure. 
For Fast Results, 
Try the Progress 
Classifieds: 
622-1872 
mm 
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Progress photo/Charlie Boton 
Nap time 
Cathy Damlco, a senior from Kettering, Ohio, takes advantage of a break from Alpha Delta 
Pi sorority rush to get some sleep in the Powell Building. 
Senate vacancies open today 
ByDonaaPace                          Every applicant must have a grade They relay problems, questions 
Managing editor                     P0"" average of 2.0, be a full-time and ideas fellow students have and 
represent them in matters concerning 
Petitions for vacant senatorial po-    stiKJemarai have cwnpleied a petition theu-majors.''Chadwell added, 
jibons in the student senate will be    requiring 30 signatures from students 
available at 9 am. Tuesday in the   in his college. . "Senate gives studentsdie opportu- 
Student Association office of the        Ifthe candidate is written in on the nirylo see a project tlwougnmsttad of 
Powell Building.                               ballot, the 30 signatures are not re- merely talking and complaining about 
^C^j^^00™*"   q^tionsmustbesignedandcom- "" Some of the senates yearly proj- 
tee chair, does not have an exact   0utedbv4Dm seoUJwilh elections ccts include the Fall Festival, Cram-a- 
frbCTOiV,a^^f?.e,fhCOUegC-   ^hSK^tot^S r^ and any acuviues throughoo. 
Srt^T*e^5yBui£l          Sept20inu*PoweUBuikling.s the year involving higher education. 
afternoon ,r. the Powell Bu,ldmg.              Varies .re expected in each of «A project we seem to work on 
According to Chadwell, these va-    the nine colleges, and vacant seats are constantly is trying to get more flex- 
cancies are common because many   also available for those students with 
senators who were elected last spring   undeclared majors. ible and convenient library hours for 
have resigned their positions or did        Senators are responsible forrepre- students,*' Chadwell said. "We urge 
not return to the university.                  senting 200 students in their colleges, being active instead of apathetic." 
RHA pushes for co-ed housing 
By Lisa Borders                      For example, there could be five Members of RHA attended the 
Assistant news editor              wonien'sftooraandirtreemen'sfloors. national conference in LaCross, Wis., 
More organized interaction be-   There could be more flexibility with over the summer where the Residence 
tweenhaU councils and the Residence   the halls that are here.''she said. Safety Week program was MM as 
Hall Association and a push for floor-        According to Abernathy. legisla- program of the month for February, 
by-floor coeducational living are two   tion was brought about for floor-by- "Wemetwimalotofscboobfrom 
of the main goals RHA has set for   floor coed in Martin Hall only. all over the country and learned some 
themselves, according to RHA Preai-        However, the wording of the legis- great r«w opportunities and ways of 
dent Karen Abernathy.                        lation was not applicable, but RHA handling certain situations,   Aber- 
Abernathy said more coed halls   did accept the concept of floor-by- "atiiy said, 
would have several advantages.            floor coed halls. RHA plans to have itt annual bridal 
"It would help in so many areas."       The isaueiscurrentiy up before the show and have already sponsored 
Abernathy said, including a decrease   Council of Student Affairs where a «everal activities including coupon 
in vandalism due to the "community   committee will set implementation distnbution and the annual carpet sale, 
atmosphere."                                   guidelines that will be applicable to All baU councils need to hold elec- 
Tne coed halls would also allow   any residence hall on campus. tic« by Sept 12 and need to vote on 
the university to be more competitive        If approved, the issue will be rec- open house hours as well, 
with other universities in the state, she   ommended to the Board of Regents. Open house hours are from 6.pjn. 
said.                                                    Abernathy said to 11:30 p.m. Monday through Thurs- 
But more importantly, it would RHA will begin plans to allow day, iK»n to midnight Friday and Sat- 
allow for more flexibility, especially alcohol in Brockton and Beckham Hall, urday and 1 pjn. to 11:30 p.m. Sun- 
with the current living conditions, she where residents must he 21. day- 
added. Abernathy said since women '•We'regoingtostartthere. There's Each individual hall can vote to de- 
residents are tripled and men residenu no way we can go campuswide at crease the hours of their particular ball 
have single rooms, the halls could first," Abernathy said. "We'll start but cannotincrease the hours, accord- 
fluctuate accordingly.                           there and work our way up." ing to Abernathy. 
,:-.-_,         ^ w.r*-.^         I        ^Movies 2M<Mes~"   ~"1- 
mmf)    ^"^      VIDEO                       &VCR       **P liia-ea    0r Nintendo Games | \ 
■ Is—■«                                                                 $7.99 $2.99 
I   ^y   \  FANTASTIC \jwa*4*™<xtiy_ .^(^P^}^.. 
'  m •   • • At 
v****-*-** 
SIMM SPECIAL 
1^0*) 623002 
iiilii-r'" 
,Corrm of ftnx ond Water , 
•jcnmond. Ky 40475 
^....T.T ■ 
Beef   &    Bean    Enchilada 
with    choice    of 
rice    or    beans 
$1.99 
with    student        ID. 
Honors progam completes 
first week of curriculum 
The first students in the university 
honors program have now completed 
one week of classes, but they still have 
a long way to go. 
Enrollment in the honors program 
numbered 34 when school began, but 
two students have since dropped out, 
according to Dr. Bonnie Gray, pro- 
gram director. 
1 was pleased with (the enroll- 
ment)," Gray said. "We got a late start 
working on recruiting students and 
publicizing the program." 
The university's Board of Regents 
adopted the program in January, the 
university being the last state institu- 
tion to incorporsseorKmtoiu curricu- 
lum, and Gray was sppcinted program 
director by university President Dr. H. 
Hanly Funderburk in April. 
To be eligible for enrollment into 
the program, a student must achieve a 
high school grade point average of 3.5 
or better, complete the Kentucky pre- 
college curriculum or its equivalent, 
and achieve a composite score of at 
least 25 on the ACT, with no individ- 
ual score below 20. 
Honors students are required to 
complete 28 hours of coursework, 
which satisfy a like amount of general 
education requirements. They must 
also earn 27 hours of credit in other 
general education courses. 
The program's initial course, hon- 
ors rhetoric, worth six credit hours, 
primarily emphasizes writing, reason- 
ing, research and oral presentation 
abilities, according to Gray. 
Dr.Frank Williams, of the philoso- 
phy and religion department, and Dr. 
Paula Kopacz, of the English depart- 
ment, share responsibility for the in- 
struction and will be assisted by Dr. 
Ted Smith, a professor of speech and 
theater arts, in oral presentations. 
Thestudents must also turn in types 
of papers such as comparison, defini- 
tion, example, and cause and effect 
relating to one broad topic chosen by 
the class, according to Gray. 
The first section of the honors 
rhetoric class of 18 students meets 
Monday through Thursday from 9:15- 
10:15 with the other section of 14 
students meeting from lO 30 to 11:30 
in Room 117 of the Moore Building. 
A rhetoric seminar valued at one 
hour credit is held on Fridays at the 
same times. 
Dr. Ronald Messerich of the phi- 
losophy and religion department has 
been chosen to instruct an honors 
humanities course, and Dr. James 
Webb, of the social science depart- 
ment, will instruct an honors civiliza- 
tion course next spring, according to 
Gray. Both classes are worth three 
hours of credit. 
"I'm looking » very good teachers 
who have a good reputation with stu- 
dents," Gray said. "I'm looking for 
aradrmic rigor, innovation, instruc- 
tors who have a reputation for being 
very solid in the classroom." 
"It's not a program that should 
contribute toagreat deal of passivity," 
she added. 
Gray admits she is still experiment- 
ingwith her new undertaking and could 
have difficulty establishing an enroll- 
ment in the program. 
"I think we're going to try some 
things, and most of them are going to 
work," she said. "I think it's going to 
go forward and it's going to progress." 
Gray said students had been prom- 
ised class sizes of not more than 20, 
and she wants to enroll about 40 hon- 
ors students in each of the coming 
years. 
"I think the idea of keeping i t at 40. 
keeping it small and concentrated, is 
more important than thinking about 
large numbers of students," she added. 
Gray said she expects to enroll a 
small number of honors students for 
the spring semester and is looking for 
some sophomores and juniors, minor- 
ity and interruuional students who meet 
the necessary criteria. 
Private funding tops $1 million 
By Amy Candill 
EdDor 
For the second consecutive year, 
monetary gifts to the university have 
exceeded $ 1 million. 
The university operates under the 
July 1 through June 30 fiscal year, and 
the amount of voluntary funding was 
posiuvley determined around the first 
of July. 
The total amount of voluntary 
support to the university in fiscal year 
1988 was $1,242,245, a 12 percent 
increase since last year. 
Donors numbered 8830 and in- 
cluded corporations, foundations and 
organizations, and private individu- 
als. 
Gifts the university received can be 
divided into the following categories: 
-annual fund, which contains a large 
number of small recurring gifts, 
•special gifts, larger gifts that are 
usually given only once and are often 
used for scholarships, instructional 
equipment, and the like, 
-cash gifts and 
-in-kind gifts. 
The areas that generate support are 
academic support, intercollegiate ath- 
letics, alumni annual fund. Friends of 
WEKU-FM and miscellaneous. 
Undetignated gifts are usually put 
into scholarships and endowment 
funds. 
Don Feltner, vice president for 
university relations and development, 
said the concept of development is not 
simply raising money. 
The activities of the division of 
development establish mutually bene- 
ficial ties between the university, 
members of its service region and 
alumni, Feltner said. 
There are great benefits besides 
just dollars," Feltner said. 
Feltner said only about half the 
university's funding comes from the 
state. Other sources of income are 
tuitions and fees, rentals such as food 
and housing, grants and contracts, 
federal and state student aid, and pri- 
vate sources. 
Feltner said private funding is not 
intended to replace state support but to 
enhance it and improve the quality of 
the university. 
The university benefits in the proc- 
ess by creating an environment of de- 
velopment, Feltner said. 
"We all work at this together," 
Feltner said. 
The division of development is 
about to begin a fund-raising cam- 
paign for additions to the Rowlett 
Building. 
The 1988 Kentucky General As- 
sembly appropriated a $14.5 million 
bond issue of which the university 
must pay one half of the second-year 
bonding indebtedness.  
Obu are cordially invited 
to participate in a historic 
Central Kentucky event. The 
premier of the new Zl 102. "We 
invite you to be one of the first to 
experience the ail new U102... 
Central'Kentucky's only J9A. 
Urban Contemporary Station. 
WCKU 
Lexington, Ky. 
606/280-9685 RSVP: 102.5 FM 
CO/HING  WfDNfSDAy SEPTEMBER 440* 
JHE HOTTEST CONTEST 
WO EVETi HIT 
CENTRAL KYI 
brought to you by : 
ORILEVS 
laofm 
■• 
U 
BREAKFAST • BURGERS • SALADS • A    & MORE 
BURGERS & MORE 
Baked 
Potatoes 
T 
I 
I 
I 
HOURS: 
Mon. - Sat. 
6 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sunday 
Noon - 6 pm. 
Remember 
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Evaluations used 
to improve teaching 
By Giaa C. R»yon 
Staff writer 
Some students at the university 
think teacher evaluations sre a waste 
of time. Faculty members disagree. 
"I think what the students have to 
say it important,'' said professor of 
English, Harry Brown. 
Brown is one of several faculty 
members who feels teacher evaluations 
are a positive immanent. 
Teacher evaluations, which are 
baaed on student opinion, seek to 
improve classroom instruction among; 
teachers, he said. 
They are administered every se- 
mester by all academic departments 
to all full-time tenured and non-ten- 
ured faculty. Results from last 
semester's evaluations were distrib- 
uted to faculty members this summer. 
Full-time tenured staff are evalu- 
ated by at least one class a semester 
and full-time non-tenured staff are 
evaluated by at least two classes a 
semester. Evaluations are usually ad- 
ministered during the second half of 
each semester. 
The university's official evaluation 
system is called the Instructional 
Development and Effectiveness As- 
sessment program and is distributed to 
each department chair by the office of 
institutional research. 
According to R. Dean Acker, di- 
rector of institutional research and 
testing, the IDEA program was 
adopted in 1984 after a committee 
found it to be the most appropriate 
system for the university. 
In 1987, Acker said the faculty 
senate gave each university depart- 
ment the opportunity to select its own 
Lack of space 
for parking 
causes tension 
(Continued from Page One) 
time, more students register can as 
the enrollment increases. 
According to Lindquist, 10,591 
cars were registered at the university 
for the 1987-88 school year. 
Of those, 2,112 were employees, 
3,966 were commuters, 3,960 were 
residents and 141 were registered for 
miscellaneous reasons. 
In 1978 less than 45 percent of the 
vehicles ticketed were registered, but 
that number has climbed to almost 75 
percent this year. 
During the past school year48,504 
tickets were given, with approxi- 
mately half of the fines paid. Lind- 
quist said. 
In the same time frame 1,200 auto- 
mobiles were towed. 
Though exact figures could not be 
given for the amount of money col- 
lected by the university from tickets 
and towing, the$17 lowing fee calcu- 
lates to a combined $20,400 paid by 
the automobile owners. 
Of this amount the university re- 
ceives $2,400. with Perry's Wrecker 
Service receiving the remaining 
$18,000. 
Last year,' Perry's Wrecker 
Service's bid won the business the 
sole rights to all lowing on university 
grounds 
If half of the 48.504 parking tick- 
ets were paid, more than $120,000 
was collected by the university at the 
end of the spring semester. (Using the 
common fine of $5 a ticket) 
I jajjsjflaj said even those with 
unregistered cars are subject to a fine 
if a number of tickets are accumu- 
lated, and that number is largeenough 
to constitute a license plate identifi- 
cation search. 
The university has surfaced over 
360 additional parking spaces this 
fall, according to Lindquist. 
A new lot has been constructed 
behind Brockton for those living in 
residence halls, and a lot off Kit Car- 
son Drive has been paved, adding 120 
youlbs raaponaMa tor placing 
advarlMng mataraaa on buftaOn 
boards and working on 
marksang programs tor oVaras 
such as Aroarican Express, 
Boston Unworoty, Ears*, and 
■many oSiors. Pan-Sma work, 
criooac your own hours. No 
••too.  Many of our rsps stay 
warns long after graduaton. V 
worWng. andabftofan 
sntrsprsnsur. caH or wrSs tar 
moraMsmwatonto: 
SZ11 W. HOWARD STRUT 
CWCAOO.H. SOMS 
ipjoaiai 
(SIB 
CHrOAOO MLUat LOS ANOSUas 
rSswronKtSArni 
evaluation program. 
Two departments, the music de- 
partment and the rnauViTuuics depart- 
ment, selected different programs, he 
"Maybe these (additional lots) will 
begin to make a difference soon when 
students leam where they are located," 
he said. 
WORK FOR YOURSELF 
Departmental evaluations became 
mandatory in 1978 when the univer- 
sity Board of Regents decided a cam- 
puswide teacher's evaluation system 
was needed. Acker said. 
Brown said if he sees a pattern of 
rapeattd criticism on his evaluation 
form he takes notice. 
For example. Brown, who teaches 
world literature, said he usually re- 
ceives below average or average rat- 
iags on the question, "Does instructor 
relate course material to real life?" 
Brown said it's not easy finding 
ways to make ancient, medieval and 
renaissance literature relate to con- 
temporary society. 
He said in the Oliver North hear- 
ings, a senator cited Shakespeare in 
his defense. Brown said he tries to 
help his students understand that if 
Shakespeare can be relevant in cases 
such as these they also can be relevant 
mother ways. 
Dwight Berkley, chairman for the 
department of agriculture said he takes 
teacher evaluations seriously. 
I'm always trying to respond to 
the comments,'' he said. 
Berkley said students criticized him 
for giving too much material to cover 
in his golf course operations class. 
The next time he teaches the class, 
Berkley said he will consider elimi- 
nating some of the material or expand- 
ing the course, which currendy is a 
one-hour course, to a two-hour course. 
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Local restaurants 
undergo inspections 
By Late Borders 
Progress photo/ChariM Botton 
Dog days 
Julie Marian, a senior from Lousiville, took advantage of the 
pleasant weather to teach her dog, Charlie, to fetch in the 
Ravine before the band Legal Weapon performed. 
One thing many college students 
miss the most when coming to college 
is Mom's home-cooked meals. So 
instead of attempting to cook, many 
students take the easy way out and eat 
a substantial portion of their meals in 
local restaurants. 
When selecting these places, stu- 
dents as well as the general public will 
now be able to know how clean and 
safe the restaurant is. 
At the request of the local county 
board of health. The Richmond 
Register and The Berea Citizen have 
agreed to publish the health 
department's food service inspection 
reports on a rountine basis. 
Guy Deli us, local food service 
inspector for the Madison County 
Health Department, said inspections 
are made to "protect the health and 
weU being of the public,'' and added 
the public has the right to know about 
the conditions of the local restaurants. 
"The public has a right to know the 
sanitary conditions of each establish- 
ment and to know that the conditions 
are present," Deb us said. "Putting it in 
the paper is the only feasible way to 
get the information to the public." 
Debus said there are open-record 
laws at the health department. The 
public can request an open-record form 
and are allowed to view inspection 
scores of the local restaurants. How- 
ever, Delius said the law is rarely 
utilized. 
The department regularly inspects 
all eating establishments at least every 
six months and grades them on a scale 
of one to 100. The eetsJilishniwli aw 
issued perm its yearly that allow mesa 
to operate. 
The inspections monitor the ac- 
tions and operations of the establish- 
ment. If the eetabbshanent does not 
comply with the regulations, the per- 
mit is revoked, Delius said. 
On a routine inspection, the es- 
tabbsmentmust score between 85 and 
100 and have no critical violations, 
such as potentially harardons food, 
presence of insects or rodents or not 
meeting proper temperature require- 
ments. 
A critical violation, which is a 
deduction of four to five points, con- 
stituies another inspection in 10 days 
at which the violation has to have 
been corrected. 
If the esuvblislameni has only aunor 
violations, they must be corrected by 
the next inspection which would be in 
six months, Delius said. 
If s restaurant scores between 70 
and 85. it will be reinspected in 30 
days. 
If the establishment scores below 
69. a notice of intent to suspend the 
permit is issued. The establishment 
must men request a hearing at the 
health department with the state hear- 
ing officer. 
The state officer then considers the 
recommendation of thelocal health 
inspectors and decides if the permit 
should be revoked. 
Delius said no permits have been 
revoked this year, and at the current 
time, all local establishments are in 
compliance with the regulations 
••I don't want 
a lot of hype. 
I just want 
something I 
can count on.55 
Some long distance com- 
panies promise you the moon, 
but what you really want Is de- 
pendable, high-quality service. 
That's just what youll get when 
you choose AT&T Long Distance 
Service, at a cost that's a lot less 
than you think. You can expect 
low long distance rates, 24 hour 
operator assistance, dear con 
nections and irnmediate credit 
lor wrong numbers And the 
assurance that virtually all of 
your calls will go through the 
first time. That's the genius of 
the AT&T WonUwide Intelligent 
Network. 
When itS time to choose, 
forget the girnmidks and make 
the intelligent choice, AT&T 
If youti like to know more 
about our products or services, 
like International Calling and 
the AT&T Card, call as at 
1800222-030Q 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Bars packed first Thursday night 
(Coutia w*d frot. Page Oae) 
Patue A Clay Hospital ihcniglu of the 
accident re veiled a Mood alcohol level 
of .288. well above the. 10 allowed by 
Kentucky law. 
Laghier was originally charged with 
murder by police, but the Madison 
County grand jury, later indicted her 
for two counts of second degree man- 
slaughter 
She is scheduled to stand trial on 
those criminal charges Nov. 7 in 
Madison Circuit Court before Judge 
James Chenauh. 
The families of King and Magruder 
have also filed a civil suit against 
William R. Morgan of 1890's Saloon 
and Kim Billings of T. Bombadils for 
allegedly serving alcohol to a minor. 
The suit also stated that Morgan 
and Billings "knew or should have 
known" that Lighter was becoming 
intoxicated and would be operating a 
motor vehicle when she left 
The suit also names Lighter as a 
defendant for operating the car in a 
negligent and careless manner. 
Robinson said he is "especially 
more aware" of the dangers of alcohol 
because of the accident since King 
was an employee at a neighboring 
business, Paco's Mexican Restaurant 
"It was very upsetting, and one 
tends to worry about it," he added. 
"The issue wasn't underage drinking, 
but it was excessive drinking and driv- 
ing." 
Robinson went on to point out that 
Lighter's blood alcohol level was 
higher than that of Larry Wayne 
Mahoney, the Owen County man 
charged with the murders of 27 people 
in the May 14 Carrollton bus crash. 
"It doesn't increase our awareness 
because our awareness has been very 
high all along," said Luxon of the 
accident 
"We do not serve to anyone under- 
age." Luxon added. "If we suspect 
someone is buying drinks for some- 
one that is not legal, we will intercept 
those drinks." 
Luxon said violation of this first 
results in a warning and continued 
serving would result in eviction from 
his bar. 
Nightclubs all over the country are 
also having to deal with fake identifi- 
cation cards used by underage pa- 
trons, and Robinson said he instructs 
his bouncers to be "hard core." 
"If there's any substantial question 
about the ID, then the person is not to 
be admitted, even if they're 18," 
Robinson said. "Even if there's a long 
line of people at the door, they're in- 
structed to take the time to inspect 
them." 
Robinson said his bartenders were 
also taught to make a second check of 
the ID if "they have reason to suspect 
the person is not 21 years old." 
Both J. Suiter's and The Family 
Dog offer taxi services for those who 
do not wish to drive home. 
Both Robinson and Luxon have 
some measure of the law on their side 
if a legal patron receives alcohol at 
their establishments, leave and be- 
come involved in an accident 
The Kentucky General Assembly 
this past session passed a bill tore- 
move civil liability from taverns in 
these cases. 
However, this law does not help 
Morgan or Billings in their defense 
because Lighter was not legal. 
Luxon said once a licensed bar 
exercises the proper care in serving 
alcohol, "at that point it becomes the 
responsibility of the individual to be 
their own guardian... and that's what 
the General Assembly addressed when 
they passed that legislation." 
Luxon added it was in the best 
interest of bars to see that its patrons 
don'tbecome intoxicated so they won't 
be picked up by police and fined in 
court 
Two Richmond city police patrol- 
men, Robert Tudor and D. B.Owens, 
were on duty at 11 p.m. Thursday 
night on First Street in an effort to 
break up any fights and prevent ve- 
hicle damage and thefts. 
Six patrol cars were also circling 
the area, but having only two men on 
foot patrol isn't enough, according to 
Tudor. 
"We might be enough for First 
Street maybe," he said. "If we had six 
or eight guys, we'd be better off." 
Tudor said the first Thursday night 
crowd was "maintaining pretty much, 
but that can change pretty fast" 
Talent Searctvreceives funds 
for another three-year period 
Campus extension pays off 
By Lisa Borders 
Assistant aews editor 
Thanks to a renewal in funding 
from the U.S. Department of Edu- 
cation, the university's Educational 
Talent Search Program can keep 
helping students continue their 
erhrarion. 
Talent Search is designed to help 
participants continue and graduate 
from secondary schools and enroll 
in post-secondary educational pro 
grams, according to Beth Sullivan, 
Talent Search director. 
The program provides free fi- 
nancial aid information and assis- 
tance lo high school seniors as well 
as free oarer and educational coun- 
seling services for juniors. 
However, two-thirds of the stu- 
dent participants of the program 
must be considered economically 
disadvamaged and must be the first 
generation in the family to be a 
potential college graduate. 
The final one-third of the par- 
ticipants do not have to meet these 
requirements, she said, adding the 
program will assist "anybody who 
has a need for our program serv- 
ices." 
Through this program, Mullins 
said the students themselves as well 
as the general public will benefit 
"It will make them more em- 
ployable in the job market and then 
they can put more money back into 
society," she said. 
Talent Search serves more than 
550 students per year in five coun- 
ties and 10 high schools. The coun- 
ties include Madison, Fayette, Lin- 
coln, Garrard and Lincoln. 
Most of that number is the tradi- 
tional 18-year-old high school 
graduate, but 40 of the participants 
are adults who have sat out several 
years or who have obtained a Gen- 
eral Education Diploma. 
Phyllis Combs, a 37-year-old 
participant who received her GED 
in October, looked to Talent Search 
at the advice of her neice. 
"It is a great program; Beth (Sul- 
livan) is great too," Combs said. "I 
would have never done it if wasn't 
for Talent Search." 
Combs is now a freshman at the 
univeristy majoring in nursing. "I' m 
glad that I did it" 
According to Sullivan, the pro- 
gram placed the students in 70 dif- 
ferent post-secondary universities 
in 20 states during the first two 
years of the prgram. 
Although a requirement of Tal- 
ent Search is that the program can- 
not recruit for the host ins tituion but 
are designed to recruit for any post- 
secondary institution, some of the 
local participants do choose to at- 
tend the univeristy. 
It'sa good program," said Kathy 
Vockery, counselor at Madison 
County High School. Vockery esti- 
mated more than half of the seniors 
at Madison High participate in the 
program. "I don't know what I 
would do without Talent Search," 
she added. 
Established by the Higher Edu- 
cation Act of 1965, Talent Search is 
a federally funded program and is 
part of the department's Trio pro- 
grams that include Upward Bound 
and Student Support Services. 
However, Sullivan said the 
budget is tight and money is needed 
for a new computer system that 
would mainly be used by the stu- 
dents. 
In an effort to raise $4,500, sev- 
eral residence halls on campus are 
collecting aluminium cans for the 
program. There is also a box in front 
of the Bert T. Combs Building for 
aluminium cans. 
Sullivan also plans to speak lo 
several civic groups in the commu- 
nity about donating money. 
The program proposal for the 
next three-year cycle of operation 
was recently submitted and was 
ranked 13th out of 177 programs 
nationwide. 
The proposal included the plans 
for the three years as well as goals, 
objectives and budgets and were 
then read by three different field 
readers. Based on 100 points, the 
univeristy's piogiam received an 
average of 99. 
According toSullivan, Kentucky 
as a whole did extremely well with 
Murray State University and West- 
em Kentucky University finishing 
in the top rankings as well. 
All seven programs in the state 
were re-funded and one new was 
established in Louisville. 
According to Falkenberg, instruc- 
tors for the classes are chosen through 
the deans of the nine colleges of the 
university. 
Close to 70 percent of the classes 
are being taught by university faculty 
as inload classes (those within the 
required numbers of hours taught), or 
in a few cases as overload classes (in 
addition to the required number of 
hours taught), Falkenberg said. 
In the cases where part-time fac- 
ulty are hired, Falkenberg said they 
meet the same qualifications "as much 
as we can." 
"All of our teachers have to have a 
master's degree, which includes a 
minimum of 18 hours in the academic 
specialization unless there are special 
cases that are reviewed by the deans 
and myself," Falkenberg said. 
Dr. Marion Ogden, director of ex- 
tended programs, said instructors are 
usually willing to teach hie extended 
program courses since they are in- 
cluded in the curriculum of the various 
colleges. 
For the fall semester.lSO courses 
have been proposed, and Ogden pre- 
dicts approximately 125 will be taught, 
which is an increase of 25 classes from 
lastfsjl. 
"We do teach courses in areas out- 
side the service region, but they are 
primarily specialized courses," Ogden 
said. 
"We also leach at universities that 
don't have the faculty needed for 100- 
level courses they feel should be 
taught" 
According toOgden, a cooperative 
plan with the community colleges to 
teach some higher level courses is also 
being developed. 
This fall an average of 13 students 
will attend each graduate level course, 
while IS to 18 will attend each under- 
graduate class, Ogden said. 
CHE reviews funding formula 
(Continued from Page One) 
Residence hall staff reorganized 
By Brent Risner 
News editor 
The 17 residence halls on the uni- 
versity campus are undergoing a reor- 
ganization plan that will continue for 
some rime, according to Dan Bertsos, 
coordinator for residence hall pro* 
grams. 
Already, Tel ford and Walters halls, 
and Burnam. Clay and Sullivan halls 
have been combined into areas con- 
trolled by a coordinator who is sup- 
ported by an assistant coordinator and 
a residence hall director. 
"We've got people who've had 
plenty of residence hall experience as 
area coordinators," Bertsos said. 
"We expect we'll have some more 
areas in the next few years. We're 
trying to group the halls according to 
their geographical areas." 
Bertsos said area coordinators are 
full-time staff members working to- 
ward graduate degrees and live in one 
.of the residence halls they are respon- 
sible for. 
Bertsos lists financial and practical 
reasons for the changes. 
Since both Miller and McCreary 
halls have been converted to faculty 
offices, the reduced living space also 
meant a reduction in staff, according 
to Bertsos. 
He said the university was also 
trying to give iis- experienced resi- 
dence hall staff an opportunity to move 
up even higher in the housing system 
During September.each hall's resi- 
dents will be allowed to vote on the 
membership of its judicial board, a 
panel of four elected students, the vice 
president of the hall council and two 
alternates. 
The board hears cases referred to it 
council to consider appropriating more 
funds in this area. 
Funderburk suggested simplifying 
the formula by combining some of the 
appropriations and giving it a more 
Help Sessions today for  deacriptivensroe. 
returning adult students JZTSSSfSSZ 
TrieOfftoofrlxieridedftograms fomuku and what it does/" Fwider- 
is holding informational sessions on b^ aajj 
financial aid and other topics for older Two mmes Funderburk suggested 
students returning to campus or en- ^ j^ K^,,.^ Higher Educa- 
roUmg for Ae first tune. Tteseswons ^ Foundation Formula and a Mini- 
are at 3 pm and7 pm. todayu. Con- mum FoundatiM Program for Higher 
ference Room A. Powell Building.      Education. 
Funderburk also addressed raising 
accountability of Kentucky's univer- 
sities and said universities' efficiency 
in dealing with appropriations snows 
accountability and makes universities 
more favorable lo taxpayers. 
Funderburk 
stresses planning 
(Continued from Page One) 
is growing. 
"I like lo think about building. I 
don't like to think about cutting back," 
Funderburk said. 
Funderburk also expressed high 
hopes for the honors program, which 
is under way this semester. 
With the help of scholarships and 
academic incentives, 57 Governor's 
Scholars, two national merit finalists 
and three national merit semifinahsts 
entered the university as freshmen this 
semester. 
by the hall director involving student 
violations such as vandalism and the 
possession or consumption of alcohol 
on university property. 
The board, meeting privately, lis- 
tens to both sides of each casc.dec ides 
guiltor innocence of the accused party 
and recommends appropriate sanc- 
tions, if any, to Dr. James Allen, dean 
of student development who must 
approve of the board's decisions. 
"It is referred to our office to see 
that the various halls are being consis- 
tent in assessing similar sanctions for 
the same offense," Allen said. 
Allen noted one revision in the 
board's jurisdiction. Violations involv- 
ing students present in the living areas 
of the opposite sex without permis- 
sion will be dealt with by his office, 
but the boards will be responsible for 
failure to comply with all other open- 
house regulations. 
1 dunk our experience here in 
salary improvement is a good example 
of this." Funderburk said. "In the last 
four years, while the state appropria- 
tion increase to EKU has gone up a 
total of 19.2 percent our annual aver- 
age salary improvements have totaled 
24.6 percent." 
John D. Rowlett vice president for 
academic affairs, also made a presen- 
tation to the committee in which he 
supported Funderburk's views on 
faculty salaries and made a strong plea 
for more funding. 
Rowlett also addressed the 
formula's provision for teacher stu- 
dent rauo, which is 30 students to one 
teacher. The university only allows 26 
students to a teacher. 
"This student-faculty ratio... does 
not square with reality or good prac- 
tice," Rowlett said. "I strongly recom- 
mend that this ratio be changed." 
Bates's presentation reiterated 
many of Funderburk and Rowlett's 
recomrnendations, saying higher fac- 
ulty salaries result in better faculty and 
better-educated students. 
Bates said inadequate funding re- 
sults in inadequate faculty and "sub- 
par" living conditions, resulting in a 
poor environment for academic 
trrowth. 
State Rep. Harry Moberiy. D- 
Richmond, and Klaus Heberle.pro- 
fessor of political science also ad- 
dressed the committee. 
Moberiy commended the commit- 
tee and the council for their efforts in 
improving the formula; Hebberjy 
asked the committee to consider fund- 
ing ^experimental projects for teach- 
ers and team leaching. 
The committee will review the 
recommendations it received and re- 
visc the formula by April 1989. 
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ONE MOKE TIME. 
Joe Grift'' column hut week. "Sword of 
Ccasoruhip CM Slice Bo* Way." contained 
•one incisive observations about misguided 
tenet* ship and the "Pm»i the Loot" iwhgiont 
group.. Perhaps the following comments wiD 
help in understanding why objections have 
become so vociferous. 
Al worshipper! of Semis Christ, we could 
not sit through the current controversy over the 
opened recently in eight dries around Che coun- 
try, and say nothing. Although we haven't seen 
it (a jury does not have lo ail mm the crime in 
order lo convict the perpetrator), we find this 
"R" rated movie lo be grossly offensive. The 
movie is not. at hi director. Martin Scorsese, 
say* , a means whereby those who view it will 
"get to know Jesus, our God, better." Instead. 
« is a coarse and vulgar attack on the Jems 
Christ of Scripture. The movie shows Jesus as 
a Roman collaborator who actually makes Ike 
crosses the Romans use lo crucify Jewish reb- 
els. He is further depicted as a paranoid, self- 
doubtjng, obsessive, gush-ridden sinner who 
says. 1 am a liar. I am a hyprocnie, I am afraid 
of evsrythsng.Lucifer is inside of me." After 
finally discovering—or inventing—his own 
divinity. Scorsese's Jesus prrsnarlrs Judas, who 
is depicted as Jesus' beat friend, lo betray him. 
In caher words, Scorsese's Judas is a hero, the 
strongest and best of the apostles, who does ilk) 
help his buddy do what he believes he has to do 
(i.e. .get cmctfied). 
The Jesne of Scorsese's screenplay dies gel 
for the sms of the world, as the Bible leaches, 
hat for hat own sms. Upon she cross, Jesus 
silently begs his motherloforgive him for being 
each a has] SOB. Hanging there, he fantasizes 
marrying aad having sexual gtnaaaaasnjn wish 
Mary Mag del one Later in the f anury, after 
Mary Magdalene cae., Jesus mame. Mary of 
ate Biblical duo May aad Martha and Bat 
ccsransu adukry with Manna 
Scorsan. '■ my way of trying to get closer to 
God.'' Bunas as if we fsad that to be justs wee 
bat ■ ■iintnMl. Telling finny be. (Scorsese 
caDs it -fiction-) about God-. Son, Jesus, who 
is she Christ, sure seems ana a strange way lo 
get close to God. 
For those who do not already know, 
Scorsese's screenplay it based on a 1955 Greek 
novel of the same name by Nskos Kszasitzakii 
That novel reflected lUatnuakis" uVology.an 
eclectic mixture of Greek Onhodoay. Bad 
dsssn,s>iieeliuiiij philosophy,and hasnenisra 
According to the novel -i translator. PA Bias, 
•(KilBwia.il) wanted so miiiit Sana's ttnfct 
(end duty) to ft thins a new savior.. He wished 
lontakcJcemafiewrcforaacwatje.whikstil 
■ a 
which rpeaki to the condition ■ of all men of all 
age." Consequently, it u not surprising when 
the Jesus of Scorsesei screenplay picks up din 
and stones and says, -This is my body too," 
which makes him reflect the pantheism of New 
Age thanking As TJBK magazine recently 
reported, "At timei Jesus sounds like s recent 
graduate of the Shirley Mac Lame School of 
Theology ('Everything's part of God")." 
We understand that Martin Scorsese and 
MCA Universal Pictures are free to hide be- 
hind artistic license end this nation'. First 
Arnendment privileges, but we think their sale 
ckme slander of the BiUicalmistorical Jesus 
•hould not go unaniwered by those of ui who 
love and worship Him. 
The Bible leaches that, as both God and 
man. Je.us was all points lempled "like as we 
are." and yet (and this is of utmost importance 
to the doctrine of Christ) He was "wiatoa* am." 
During His earthly ministry, laeai Wood befall 
Huenemie. and said. "Which of you convicts 
Me of .«?- Itii iraeresongaWBOMstaMtwae 
could do to. Now, almost 2.000 yean later. 
MCA Universal Picasres charges Han. in an 
unbelievably arrogant 
manner, with the sins his 
Furthermore, m stark contrast to the 
vaollatmg. unsure erfbaaiiEliimofSranmit 
screenplay, the Bible say. He told those of His 
<*«y. "I am the way. she truth, and she bfe. No 
one cones to die rather except through Me." 
Farther clarifying His position. He said, anew 
emphatically. "If yoa do not believe dial I am 
He. you wdl die in your sirn." Such behavior 
■nnowsysuggesutheamlxrvaleMbr^viorof 
die -peas-Freudian JesM-derjicted m Jjjfjjes. 
At tha church of Christ located at 235 N. 
Second Street, we do snbsarvt. the pagan 
iaed pseudc-Christ of Nikos Kaxamaakis. 
Martin Scorsese, MCA Universal ■ktn.es. and 
die liberal aWogians. Such a Jena, is not 
historical at Sat "at"». nwatad, a lament of uu 
bebeving minds. As Chrin.li i trymg to be 
fmaafulton-nrnlitiMajvaa,,,, 
we believe that Jeaas of Najueash 
Divine Word made flesh, who cam. 
among men, hved a perfect life without am, 
dies on a Roman cross oataidc ate walled city 
of JcresaJasa some 1 ,*S0 yean ago (not for Hit 
own sins bat for the sms of die world), arose 
beat«. dead, .acceded hno haavea where He 
now i»^ a. King of kmg. and Lord of lords, 
and it. of coarse, the Head of the church which 
it His body. 
If yoa would like to know 
n^Jeem.weiaviteyouiocanniairS24 2427 
(24 hoars a day), leave us you r earn 
we wiD tend yoa a fret. 
c 
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Hensley captures 
Miss Kentucky title; 
strives for Miss USA 
Ginger Antoneau concentrates on her drawing, a way of relieving anxiety.    Pr0flr-~ p***0**"1* ***>« 
'Living for art' 
Cancer victim looks to son, art for strength 
fly Jennifer Feldaaan 
Features editor 
At a corner table during noon rush 
at the university's grill. Ginger An- 
toneau ate her salad and waved to 
fellow students who passed by. 
While not exactly an uncommon 
occurrence, Antoneau drew several 
glances, most likely because of her 
downy sprouts of hair, the only visible 
sign that, according to her doctors, she 
has three to six months to live. 
"Looking at me right now you say, 
'Oh, you look healthy.' I guess be- 
cause the terminal illness is in remis- 
sion, so things are cool right now," she 
said between bites. 
The41 year-old discovered she had 
breast cancer three years ago; a mas- 
tectomy,chemotherapy for six months 
and radiation treatments for six weeks 
followed. 
Last July, doctors found the cancer 
had metastasized, or spread through 
the lymph system, lo her femur. 
The oncologist told her she had a 
year to live. 
"I had thought at first thatl wouldn't 
take anymore chemo at that point, and 
then he said that, and I thought, "Whoa, 
stupid'--because of John- so I went 
on and look it and, well, here I am." 
This week Antoneau will go for her 
last chemotherapy session; the treat- 
ment is so strong it will kill her if she 
continues, she said. 
"After that... we just wait," she 
said.'The doctors told me for me to be 
around this lime next year, it will have 
been an awfully long time." 
Unique to Antoneau, however, is 
not that the has a terminal disease, or 
even that she knows she has a limited 
I number of days left to live, but how 
she chooses to spend her final days. 
"When I had my first chemo treat- 
menu and my hair fell out, I was 
terrified: I was all ready with a wig. 
One day I was showing a lady and it 
really shocked her, and I thought,'Hey, 
I've got something here.' " 
Antoneau shaved the sprouts of 
hair that had begun to grow back and 
painted Christmas trees and wreaths 
on her scalp in honor of the holiday 
"I went shopping everywhere in 
Lexington. It was great; I had the most 
fun." she recalled with excitement. 
Pan of her bravado, as she calls it, 
stems from her relationship with her 
16-year-old son John, who she de- 
scribes as a "wonderful kid." 
"I have lo stay at the hospital over- 
night because (the chemotherapy) is 
so strong; he goes and stays with me 
every time, takes care of me, makes 
sure I stay cakn," she said. "He keeps 
me from going loo crazy." 
Antoneau has been open about her 
illness from the beginning with her 
son, a practice she said has helped him 
to cope with the reality that she will 
soon die. 
"It was just a matter of being up 
front, totally. I said, 'Hey, I'm going 
to die in a year; and this is the way it is, 
and this is what we're going lo do until 
that time comes.' " 
"1 think it would have been harder 
on him if I hadn't been totally honest 
with him," she added. 
Although they enjoy each other's 
company and spend much time to- 
gether, she "hasn't tried to saddle him 
to be with her," she said. 
"I haven't said. 'Well John, you 
have lo go with me because you aren't 
going to be able to be with me very 
long. Very long at all.'" the adds with 
a quiet laugh. 
In fact, spending time apart will 
help him adjust to one day losing her, 
she said. 
"It's not lice he spends every 
waking minute with me, and when I 
die, there's going to be this big void. 
This way he's already made the tran- 
sition. 
"I read somewhere that there are 
two things that people cannot look at 
for long periods of time. One is the sun 
and the other is death. But on the other 
hand, yon can get used 10 the idea," 
she said. 
Another part of her strength she 
attributes lo her art 
"Much of my bravado comes from 
the fact that I haven't been immobi- 
lized by it; maybe I haven't let myself 
be because I realize there are some 
thing I want to do. I want to produce 
some good art — right now, I guess 
you could say I'm living for art." 
She had been working on a master 
of divinity degree at a seminary in 
Cincinnati, a 90-hour, three-year 
graduate program. 
' "When I found out I had about a 
year to go I said, 'Hey, hang this up. 
What the hell am I going to with it?'" 
"I knew it would take at least five 
years to get a good job with it, and I 
don't have five years. Why should I 
spend all that time and money and 
have nothing to show for it? So I quit" 
she said. 
She had been taking some art classes 
at the university working toward a 
bachelor's of art degree, so she "re- 
enrolled and got cracking on it," even 
though she admits she knew the odds 
stood against her obtaining that de- 
gree. 
"I didn't know if I would live long 
enough to finish last fall, and I did; so 
I thought, 'Well, here we go,' so I 
enrolled last spring. I was still around 
so I thought, 'Let's try the summer.'" 
She began drawing horses, "but in 
Kentucky, what do you expect?" but 
she particularly likes drawing nudes. 
"1 like the figure, the human form. 
.. I think you could never run out of 
different ways to view it with different 
materials, different perspectives, dif- 
ferent philosophies. 
"Maybe part of it is I really enjoy 
being around people a tot I could stay 
home and paint but I wouldn't be 
around people," she said. 
But for all her calm and philosophi- 
cal mannerisms, Antoneau said she is 
affected by the cancer. 
"There are tens of thousands of 
people who are in the same situation I 
am. On the other hand, when you are 
in this position you're not lens of 
thousands of people. It's you, 
"It's happened lo me, and at that 
point, you feel like there is not anyone 
else,; and you don't want people to 
say. 'Well, you're not atone.' 
"Well, maybe I'm not the only one, 
but it is me, and I am an individual, 
and I am important, and maybe it is 
happening to other people, but that 
doesn't stop it from happening to me." 
Still, Antoneau said, there is only 
one way for her to deal with it 
"At one point, it's going lo get 
really tough; at one point, I may not be 
able to sit here and talk about it... but 
what are you going to do? Crawl in a 
hole and say, 'I'm waiting to die?'" 
"I just don't want to die before I 
die." 
By Jennifer Feldaaan 
Features editor 
For Veronica Hensley, a five-year 
veteran of modeling, being in front of 
an audience and being interviewed is 
nothing new, although she concedes. 
They don't really get any easier." 
But the 20-year-old junior from 
Danville will have lo learn to tolerate 
the cameras, the questions, the audi- 
ences, for at least one more year -the 
year she reigns as Miss Kentucky USA 
1989. 
"I was very surprised, but I was 
also very honored because I spent so 
much time preparing for it," the said 
of the competition. 
Hensley's start in pageantry began 
in 1983. when she was named "Most 
Promising Model of the Year" at ihe 
Miss Kentucky American Coed Pag- 
eant in Lexington, which carried with 
it a scholarship to Cosnwpolitan/Casa 
blanca Modeling Agency in Louis- 
ville. 
In 1986 the won the Miss Danville 
Boyle County Pageant, and a spot 
vying for the tide of Miss Kentucky; 
she was third runner up in the compe- 
tition that featured interviews, eve- 
ning gown and swimsuitcompeations. 
Hensley was invited back lo the 
pageant inJuly to compete against 31 
other contestants, with slight, yet sig- 
nificant rank changes. 
This time, she brought home the 
crown. 
Her next move is the Miss USA 
Pageant, to be televised live in Febru- 
ary- 
The winner of that competition will 
represent the United States at the Miss 
Universe Pageant For Hensley, that 
means the onset of a new preparation 
regime. 
"As far as physically preparing for 
it I'll be working out three days a 
week at a spa," she said. "As far as 
mentally, I'll be working with spon- 
sors and state directors." 
Hensley is being sponsored by the 
Savannah Shoppe, a Lexington bridal 
boutique. 
Being Miss Kentucky brings with 
it certain priveleges. She received a 
key lo the city from Danville Mayor 
John Bowling in Jury, and many of the 
city's banks and billboards carried 
congratulatory messages. 
"It was really great I felt very 
honored to have received so many 
congratulations," she said. 
Already she has stepped into the 
role, having made appearances at the 
Shriners Hospital in Lexington and 
helping to judge other county pag- 
eants. 
The distinction requires personal 
apppearances and speaking engage- 
ments in the future as well, and Hen- 
sley has several appointments , in- 
Veronica Hensley 
eluding a guest spot on an Ohio talk 
show, a fashion show with the current 
Miss USA Courtney Gibbs and a 
benefit for the "Just Say No" program. 
Because of these commitments, 
Hensley will have to sacrifice some of 
her school-related involvements, such 
as being a university cheerleader and 
a member of Kappa Delta sorority. 
to fact, Hensley will take a leave of 
school next semester to spend a month 
at the location of the pageant, which 
has not yet been disclosed. She plans 
to re-enroll as a full-time student next 
fall. 
A marketing major, the S-foot-6 
brunette has brown eyes and weighs 
114 pounds. 
But for all ihe glory, Hensley is not 
treated any different, she said, adding, 
"Everyone has been really suppor- 
tive." 
Hensley's parents said having a 
daughter who could be the next Miss 
USA is exciting. 
Mr. Hensley added. "I'm very 
proud, of course; everybody said she 
takes after me." 
As for encouraging her younger 
sister, Benita. IS, to follow in her 
footsteps, Hensley said she will "just 
leave that up to her to decide." 
A 1986 graduate of Danville High 
School, Hensley was a junior varsity 
and varsity cheerleader, on the swim 
team and a member of the Fellowship 
of Christian Athletes. 
After she graduates, she plans to 
use her achievements to continue her 
modeling career while also pursuing a 
career in marketing. In addition, 
Hensley said she would like to work 
with state pageants. 
Hensley is confident about the 
possibilty of the university being able 
to boast its first Miss USA. 
"I feel I have as good a chance « 
anyone. I've spent so much time pre- 
paring for it" 
'Mom Walters' sees attitudes, 
times change on graveyard shift 
ByJesmJfcrFeUanaa 
Features editor 
A little past 11 p.m.. Fannie Oglesby 
goes to work in Wallers Hall. 
Soon, residents begin to trickle in; 
first sparsely and then more frequemlv 
is the hour nears midnight. 
Men and women converse, yell and 
kiss in the lobby; Oglesby does nee- 
dlepoint namepUtes for the other desk 
workers. 
The phone rings. She puts down 
bar work so took up a resident's phone 
number, then resumes her work. 
Although moat of the lobby's in- 
habitants are toad and boisterous, 
Oglesby. "Mom Walters" lo some, 
said it's a "quiet night" 
A night hostess for 15 years, Uof 
those at Wallers. Oglesby said she has 
gained knowledge from her position 
"I've seen thetmeschsngtog, girl's 
attitudes changing . . . I've really 
learned a tot from it" 
Oglesby looks up from her needle- 
pom toward the very loud, toughing 
male voices outside. She walks to the 
door to make sure nnwylhiag is all 
I 
"I've seen the times changing, girl's attitudes 
changing IVe really learned a lot from it." 
- Fannie Oglesby 
right. 
"Just some boys having a parity 
raid," she says nonchalantly. 
Does she intervene? 
"No They usually get hot water 
thrown on them." 
The sound of a phone receiver 
dangling from its cord catches her 
attention before she makes it back to 
her desk. 
"What are you doing?" she asks a 
guest in mock seriousness. 
It wouldn't stay on," he replied 
sheepishly, and replaced the receiver. 
At 11:30 p.m., she makes her 
rounds, locking doors and inspecting 
the floors. At 12:30 am., after down- 
town is closed and she Ihinks all the 
girls are in, she repeals her rounds. 
Besides making hourly floor in- 
spections, she usually reads or works 
puzzles. Other situations, however. 
require her attention. 
"Sometimes a girl comes in crying 
or upset and I'll say, 'Iseverything all 
right?' And they'll say everything's 
fine or they '11 sitdown and talk to me." 
Although she rarely catches women 
trying to sneak men up to their rooms, 
she is ready if the situation arises, she 
said, tapping the lop on one of two 
television monitors at her desk. 
"By Ihe time they get to Ihe lop of 
Ihe stops, I'm ready for them," she 
said, adding they are usually surprised 
to see her so quick. 
"I ran. I always wear tennis shoes." 
she said, raising one foot to reveal a 
soft-soled sneaker, "because they're 
quiet when I walk the floors, and I can 
run faster in them." 
Does she intervene if couples are 
getting too publicly affectionate? 
"You mean loving on each other? 
Progress photo/CharlM BoMon 
Fannie Oglesby relaxes as she works as Walter's Hall night hostess. 
Most of time they jusj hug and kiss.I 
don't let them lay on the couches; I 
don't think they need to be doing that 
in public." 
As the night drones on and couples 
say goodbye — mostly by hugging 
and kissing, .as Oglesby said — she 
settles into her swivel chair more 
comfortably and prepares for the quiet 
night ahead, but despite her laid-back 
appearance, she knows ner job is a 
vital one. 
"I love my job," she said, looking 
over her shoulder at the television 
monitor. "I keep the hall safe." 
m+ 
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Christian Rush ends this week 
By Kea Hoikroay 
Activities editor 
The Greek fraternities rush func- 
tiom got under way Monday in order 
to look for potential members to 
join their organizations. 
But there is another rush func- 
tion (hat began Monday capturing 
use curiosity of people who are 
looking for organizations to join. 
Monday marked the day of the 
first Christian rush by Students for 
Christ. Students for Christ started 
its rush functions by holding a "Get 
Acquainted with Students for 
Christ" in the Wallers Hall Loft. 
The first function was a success 
for the organization as many people 
went to the meeting to find out what 
Students for Christ is all about 
'The bask concept of Students 
for Christ is lo help people come to 
know Jesus and to help them grow 
to become more like Jesus,'* said 
. Hugh Hite. president of Students 
I for Christ. 
"We like to base a lot of things 
we do on second Timothy 2:2, and 
it basically says'What you have re- 
ceived from me, pass on to faithful 
men who will also be able to teach 
others.' This is the way people have 
learned about Christ for many gen- 
Pragraee photo/Laato Young 
Rhonda Wilkerson, left, talks to students about Christian Rush. 
Hike said Students for Christ can 
be helpful to people who want to 
have a better understanding of 
Christ 
"We want to help people get to 
know Jesus better for those who 
may not have a good understanding 
about him," Hike said. "For people 
who do have a good understanding 
about Christ we want to help them 
grow with their relationship with 
Christ" 
The organization planned three 
more days of activities so the stu- 
dents who are interested can learn 
more about the members. 
Unlike the fraternities that are 
having their rush functions over a 
period of two or three weeks, Chris- 
tian Rush will last only one week. 
The rush will end today when 
the organization will hold its first 
weekly meeting in at 7:30 p.m. in 
Room 127 of the Moore Building. 
Hite said the organization is big 
enough to do things like go on trips, 
but it is small enough to have Bible 
studies or to do other activities re- 
quiring a small amount of people. 
"We have prayer time, small- 
group Bible study, singing or praise 
time, fellowship and just basically 
having fun doing things with other 
people," Hite said. 
One of the activities they do dur- 
ing their weekly meetings is partici- 
pate in what they call "His Time. 
"We set this time for him. This is 
our time to spend with Jesus. The 
activities we do during this time is 
to come together to pray, to worship 
and to spend time in his word," Hite 
said. 
Even though this is the first time 
they are using the term Christian 
Rush, Hite said they have been 
around campus for quite some time, 
and they have been trying to get 
people to join the organization. 
Hite said the members like to do 
a lot of fun activities, but he said 
they are very serious about their re- 
lationship with Christ 
People may not have heara much 
about Students for Christ because 
they originally were calling them- 
selves the Navigators. 
Trasorganization started on cam- 
pus in 1980 as part of the World- 
wide Navigator ministry. 
But they decided to change their 
name this past January because they 
felt students for Christ does more 
for their cause than the name Navi- 
gators. 
"Basically, we found out that 
people related to the name Students 
for Christ much more easily than to 
the name of Navigators," Hite said. 
The original concept of Naviga- 
tors was to help someone in their 
direction in following Jesus." 
"But Students for Christ itself 
relates more to where people are at 
with their relationship with Christ 
You have to use a lot of explana- 
tions when you use the word navi- 
gators because some may not un- 
derstand the meaning of the word. 
That is one of the reasons why we 
changed our name," Hite said. 
Hike said the organization does 
have many members, but he said he 
wouldn't mind seeing the figure in- 
crease some. 
"We would like to see it increase 
more, but I'm not going to try to 
build up our group. We would like 
to see more people come to know 
Jesus and to walk with him. That is 
our goal for people who become 
involved on our program,''Hite said. 
"If they want to participate in an- 
other organization that is fine. We 
just want people to know Jesus." 
Their goal is to reach as many 
people they can to come join them 
and follow Christ. That is why they 
are using the term "Christian Rush." 
They want people to know what 
they are about and what they cast 
offer to them. 
Hite said expense was no trouble 
at all in getting the Christian Rush 
underway. 
"I think it is worth the time and 
the effort we are putting into this 
because we are trying to show people 
that we are very serious about our 
relationship with Christ" Hite said. 
Intramurals provide 
recreational activities 
ByKeaHostoway 
Activities editor 
Win another semester under way, 
are already looking for things 
to do to take up some of their free time. 
The intramural  department has 
sctoduled many activities for the fall 
Mlri Wtrifia* Mmaalati few «fiatf4»n<* 
Some of the activities planned for 
the fall semester sre flag football, tennis 
and racquetball tournaments and soc- 
cer, volley ball and aerobics. 
"We try to provide recreational 
oppatBBBues lo meet the needs and 
wants of all the students, faculty and 
•Off oa campus," said Wayne Jen- 
ninf^.dheUuicfinuansuialprogiauis. 
"We have a competitive program 
where the fraternities play other frater- 
nities, housing teams pUy other hous- 
ing tesins and independent team splay - 
ing other independent learns." 
The activities planned for this 
semester is flag football and aerobics. 
Jennings said there would be a manda- 
tory meeting Sept 6 in the Grise Room 
for people who want to participate in 
flag football. 
Jennings said flag football is a good 
way to start the intramural program 
SJSJMJB|| fanjsjsjaj m—y naasjSjtMaaj 
aroiwrtraa>puilirfitops»ticipateinit 
People who are not interested in 
playing flag football can participate in 
aerobic classes, which will be offered 
for the first time. The meeting for 
more information on aerobic classes 
will also be Sept 6. 
But playing for an organization's 
team is not the only way people can 
enjoy what the intramural department 
has to offer. 
"We have recreational free play 
where people can call up and reserve a 
axm (racquetball), or people can check 
cut picnic equipment to go camping," 
he arid. 
Jennings said around 10 activities 
will take place for people and organi- 
zations lo participate in with a couple 
of special activities to take place dur- 
ing the semester. 
The 5,000-meter homecoming run 
is one of the special activities being 
planned for this semester. 
With so many people wanting to 
take advantage of the sporting equip- 
ment and the facilities available to 
mem.rotmandequipnKntwiOa^BkUy 
runout 
Reservations sre importantif people 
want to reserve racquetball and bas- 
ketball courts and other equipment 
they would like to use. 
Jennings said it is a first-come, first 
-serve basis. He said if people want to 
take advantage of what the intramural 
department has to offer, they need to 
make reservations as soon as possible. 
Many people around campus seem 
to be taking full advantage of what is 
being offered to them. 
"It's been about three yean since 
we have done a name check, but we 
were reaching about 63 percent of the 
students on campus." Jennings said. 
"In some part of the program they 
might not take part in everything, but 
they might be playing racquetball. or 
they might goon scamping trip we are 
sponsoring." 
This does not include the specta- 
tors. We getakxof people involved in 
our program because they come with 
tfiefrorgaiuzationscheeringand trying 
to support them," Jennings said. 
With so many activities to plan, 
Jennings said it takes a lot of time and 
effort to get things started. 
"I spend most of the summer doing 
preparation and organization work to 
help get ready for the upcoming year," 
Jennings said. "We have a quite a bit 
of material that we have to publish 
explaining the programs such as the 
calenders and rule books. We also 
have to get our fliers and publicity 
ready and make sure we have enough 
equipment and entry forms for our 
activities and special events." 
Jennings said some people are not 
happy when the facilities are closed 
down during a three-day-weekend, but 
he said because so many people go 
home, it doesn't make sense to have 
the facilities open if not too many 
people are going to take advantage of 
it 
But if students have other prob- 
lems about the program, lie it more 
than willing to listen. 
"If we are not meeting their wants 
ami needs. I hope they come talk to us 
because that is our job lo provide a 
good service to them," Jennings said. 
1 hr. Processing 
SD©(P 
Richmond Mall 
Photo Contest Deadline 9/17 
10% OFF 
Photo Supplies For EKU Students 
FOLLOW 
YOUR NO'S. 
No High Prices, No Hassles, 
No Appointments, 
No Inconveniences, 
No Waiting, 
No Fooling. 
kinko's 
Great copies. Or eat people. 
Welcome Back EKU 
Your Campus Copy Shop 
628 Eastern Bypass    624-0237 
Give it the 
old college try. 
LtXINGTON lHLRALD-LEADER 
When you subscribe to the Herald-Leader this semester, 
you'll get local, state, national, and International news, 
award-winning sports coverage and up-to-the minute 
concert news. And you'll save 42% off the regular 
subscription rate. Sign up today at one of our campus sales 
locations or use the coupon below. C'mon. grve us the old 
college try. 
r 42% Off 
Student/Faculty Offer 
"~l 
7-Day (Save $4136)  
(Every day Including Sunday) 
S55 O0/school year 
S3000/t*m«»Jter 
3-Oay(Sove$18 48)    D S3600/»chooly»ar 
(Fit. Sat. Sun.) S20 00/s«rnoster 
5-Day(Sove$1°44) 
(Mon-Ftl) 
a SMOO/sctxwIyear 
a $1900/Mma*t*r 
School Year OaNvwy 
Augu*t25-Moy 12 
Foa Samastar Pothrory 
August 25-OocernbOf 20 
Enclosed » my payment : JCnec*       nveo      QMusteicotd 
«Jpnr*iM«i              . , 
Nnmo 
• 
Artrtrn*. 
AptOmNn 
cny State      ...Zip 
l_. 
MoM with your poynwntio • 
Lvjongpon nvfoto-t-voovr 
L«*»ngton, Kentucky 40507 
WW be no delivery to dormitory residents during school hoKdoyt.^ 
Please allow 3-5 day* lor delivery to start mm I 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER 
For Morr Informalum 7rlef+>*ie J"H Hl-K>r Ml tret-1 HOOV998HH1 
Three delicious tacos stuffed with fresh 
Ingredients at one low price. 
Present coupon before ordering. 
Limit one per customer. 
Not good with any ether offer. 
Good through September. 
wsoxym R,cMHn
ML?ND i 
B— 
Captain D's, 
a great little seafood place. 
1059 Bereo Rood, Richmond 
Introducing 
New Baked FISH DINNER 
3 baked fish fillets on bed of rice 
green bean 
cole slaw and hush puppies $3.79 ,---------, Cl„, THI$ 
FISH A FRIES 
<&r   *2.00 
NlUllf   M lriairino.lt fcllW 
I I0HS.I t tdMrf 
If*****1*!*- - CLIP THIS 
FISH A FRIES 
FOR 
ONLY 
!■ Mil fit! »<*■■> 
' "lOSt Sana ««MUaktm»4 
^EjjpjjMSaptSJ^ 19M _ cufnmt 
FISH J. FRIES 
<5S?r    *2.00 
toNmm  M—/iSnniid-*—* ' 
llOtfti i■ iisiarf.il  l 
COUPON* 
Two tender fish fillets, natural cut 
french fries ond 2 southern style 
hwhouppiei- 
Captain D*s. 
aarceTsfttst naliia piece 
COUPON* 
$2.00 
iee*w±i«8-.cutPTH» 
FISH & FRIES 
J&,    *2.00 
iMiiem" Me»/iei isniiiera  
I leys, III siu aii ii ■ 
Two render fish fillets, natural cut 
freoch fries ond 2 southern style 
huthpuppiei. 
Captain D's. 
~-"**—•--:-Tn < Bin j 
COUPON- ■•eeeea 
Two tender fish Met*, natural cut 
french fries and 2 southern style 
hushpupptes. 
Captain D1*. 
■ (reeTwiW i tit H still 
COUPON -•»-•»•»■■•»■ 
Two render fish fiHen. noturol cut 
french fries and 2 southern style 
Captain 
■ ffeeTrtlUt eeete 
Baechtold to judge 
English writing contest 
By Kea Hoaoway 
Actiyitks editor 
SMrley Baechtold hat an excel- 
lent reputation throughout the Eng- 
lish department. Her writing skills 
and her ability to leach have earned 
her theTespect of many of her col- 
leagues. 
Because she is good in her writ- 
ing ability, the National Council of 
Teacher* nf E«f K«h KM cme* «pfai 
named her as one of the regional 
judges of theorganizaoon'snational 
contest involving more than 6,000 
high students. The winner could 
also get financial help toward col- 
lege. 
"The NCTE sponsors the 
achievement awards in writing. I 
am a regional judge, and I have 
been for several years," Baechtold 
said. These are juniors in- high 
school all over the country who are 
nominated by their English depart- 
ments to participate in this contest" 
"Each of the nominees must sub- 
mit two written compositions. One 
is an impromptu composition. They 
are given a topic that is supplied by 
NCTE, and they have 75 minutes to 
develop that topic. The other com- 
position is an example of the stu- 
dents best writing,''Baechtold said. 
She said it is sometimes lough 
being a judge in this contest be- 
cause she has to remind herself that 
she is judging high school work, not 
college or professional writers. 
She also said 75 minutes is a 
short time for the students to fully 
develop their topics and mistakes 
sse going to appear in their papers. 
The students have a choice about 
what they can turn in for their sec- 
ond paper because this is an ex- 
ample of their best writing. 
They can turn in poems, short 
stories, essays or a play. Baechtold 
said this second paper best demon- 
strates the students' writing abili- 
ties because they are not under any 
pressure. 
"What is difficult about the judg- 
ing here is lo try to come up with a 
criteria that you can use to judge all 
of these different kinds of writing," 
Baechtold said. "So. the NCTE does 
furnish us with criteria to help us 
judge the papers. It is also comfort- 
Shirley Baechtold 
ing io know that all of these papers 
are judged by another judge." 
Baechiold said she is usually the 
second judge to take a look at all of 
the compositions. Once she has 
graded all of the papers, she will 
send them back to the coordinator 
of the program. 
Some of the criteria Baechtold 
will use to grade the papers are in- 
dependence of thought, the writer's 
engagement with the topic, fresh 
insight, clear focus and appropriate 
language, fluency, logical organi- 
zation and technical quality. 
Baechiold said being a judge is a 
lot work because there are so many 
papers to look at and read. She said 
each paper turned in can be up to 10 
pages in length. 
"I enjoy doing it. I usually go 
over the papers two or diree times 
looking for different things and then 
make my notes on each one," Baech- 
iold said. Taier. I will go back and 
tally the points. A student can get as 
much as six points in each category. 
Six is the very beat and one would 
go to a student whose potential was 
undeveloped." 
Students are not the only people 
who must meet certain criteria. The 
NCTE has also set criteria for the 
teachers to meet before they are 
named regional judges • 
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'Father Greg' new at center 
By Ken Hole-way 
Activities •sUtor 
This semester marks the coming of 
a new priest for the Catholic Newman 
Center at the Rev. Gregory Charles 
Schueler takes over the vacant spot 
left by the Rev. Paul PrabeU. 
Tsascampusm now the new life for 
Schueler at he prepares himself to 
ieach,gnideaadcc4HiselthenKmbers 
of the Newman Center. 
Schueler, who was bom in 1952 
and is the second oldest of seven chil- 
dren, is a native of Kentucky and has 
a strong traditional Catholic back- 
tffsJaJTafJ, 
He was ordained into the priest- 
hood on May 14,1977. and this year 
marks hit llih year as a priest He also 
brings with him lo this campus a strong 
faith and a strong academic back- 
Schuekrwill bring to the Newman 
r his youthful charm and person- 
ality. He has many goals he has set up 
sorhanselfand for the Newman Cen- 
ter, and he is now ready to get work as 
hard as he can to make sure everything 
will run smoothly. 
Hard work comet easily to 
Schueler, but when he does have some 
free time, he will take full advantage 
of hit time. 
1 have always been involved in 
spoils. More specifically. I like to play 
racouetbalL I won a couple of tourna- 
ments in Cincinnati, and I really en- 
Joyed mis sport since I was in col- 
late." he said. "I also enjoy playing 
lilhtltitll and baseball, but for the 
last 10 years, I have really enjoyed 
Tint is my 11th year of priest 
hood. I guess in tote 11 years most of 
my work bat been dedicated to leach- 
ing high school students," said 
Schueler, who has a bachelor's degree 
in philosophy and ■ matters degree in 
dogmatic theology. 
Schueler said he spent his last two 
years in Lexington at Christ the King 
Church (now a cathedral) before 
Bishop Kendrick Williams asked him 
to come to die Newman Center. 
He alto likes lo play the guitar, 
listen to music and read whenever he 
has the time. 
Schueler said he has a lot lo offer to 
the Newman Cenier that people might 
really appreciate about him. 
1 think the best thing that I can 
offer is myself. I'm generally a pretty 
happy person. I grew up with a family 
that had a lot of love and care, and I am 
ready to show the members of the 
Newman Center what I can do," be Progress photo/Charlie I 
The Rev. Greg Schueler in front of Center. 
Campus clips 
Pool open 
The recreation swimming pool in 
Alumni Colitenm it now open to all 
students and faculty members with a 
valid ID. The pool will be open from 
730 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Mondays. 
Wednesdays and Fridays and from 2 
p.m. lo 5 p.m Sunday. 
Hotline provides help 
Students who have a problem con- 
cerning student rights and/or academic 
problems can call the Watchdog Hot- 
line at 622-1725. The program it 
nponsoredby Snsdent Assort sfion and 
KDT plans parties 
Kappa Delta Tan hat planned in 
fall get-acquainted parties. The par- 
ties aU start at 9 p.m. and will be held 
Sept 6 in the Jaggers Room in the 
Powell Building. Sept 8 and 13 in 
McGregor Hall lobby andSepU5m 
the Hemdon Lounge in the Powell 
Building. For more information, call 
Judy Simpson at 622-4571. 
Yearbook pixs needed 
Students can now get their portraits 
taken for the yearbook at Conference 
Room P in the Powell Building. The 
last day to get your portrait done is 
Sept 9. 
B-ball courts open 
The Alumni Coliseum basketball 
courts are now open for students and 
faculty members with a valid ID from 
3:30 to 10 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday. The facilities will be closed 
during home basketball games. 
Call for reservations 
Racquetball reservations can be 
made by calling the division of intra- 
mural programs at 622-1245 between 
8 a.m. and noon andl p.m. and 4 p.m. 
The names of al people paying thoukl 
be given at the time the reservation is 
made. Courts not reserved are open on 
a first-come basis by contacting the 
supervisor on duty. 
Designers to meet 
The interior design seminar will be 
held at 3:30 p.m. Sept 6 in the family 
living center of the Burner Building. 
All majors and interested individuals 
in the career of interior design are 
invited to attend. 
Security group to meet 
The Association of Security and 
Lots Prevention will hold its first 
meeting at 4:45 p.m. Sept. 7 in Room 
214 of the Stratum Building. The 
speaker it Sidney Cranfill, president 
of the greater Lexington chapter of the 
American Society for Industrial Secu- 
rity. For information, call 622-1976. 
tiM** 
Featuring Country music D Rock   n-Roll 
HAPPY      HOUR      -        4 00      B 00 
m on dap - From Drinks .95* 
Tniidig - Pitchtn 12.00 
Widniidssff - Longnicki .75* " 
Luridtv - Upside Dovm .75* 
IH Til $1.50 
MILESTONE 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT YEARBOOK 
•1988   Mileatonea    Now    Aval la bit 
Jones Building    Room 308 
•1819   Mi las tons   Studsnt   Portraits 
Continus  Through   Fridsy,   Sept.  9 
In  Powell,  Conference  Room F. • 
•1919    Milestone    Positions    Available, 
See Ron Harrell.  EKU Div. of Public 
Information,   Jonaa   308   or  622-2301 
MILESTONI 
EASTERN  KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT YEARBOOK 
MIT Stnirtnral tnqin—ring.    University of Virginia, Fi     fjc SanU Crui, Marine Biol-    Uniw»r«tty of Michigan, MBA 
Analyzing and designing 
bridges. Developed working 
model of a double spandrel arch 
bridge.The HP-28S helps him 
analyze structural stress and 
geometry. It's the only calcu- 
lator that lots him do both sym- 
bolic algebra and calculus. 
It features 
powerful 
matrix math and graphics cap- 
abilities And HP Solve tetahim 
sorve custom formulas without 
programming With more than 
1500 functions, 32K RAM and 
both RPN and algebraic entry, 
the HP-28S is the ulumate sci- 
entific calculator 
sea. Studies fluctuating 
stock and money market 
trends. Assisted heed trader 
in Yen at Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange The HP-12C with 
RPN lets him analyze prices, 
ogy. Studies behavior of blue 
whales and effect of environ- 
ment on distribution of mar- 
ine mammals The new, easy 
to use HP-22S has a built-in 
equation library with solver, 
New Achiever sin 
Heavy Metal, Swing Blues » 
and Motown. 
ratios, net present value and • 
internal rate of return. He can 
even create his own custom 
programs The HP- 12C is the 
established standard in fi- 
nancial calculators. 
giving her access to the most 
commonly used scientific 
equations. Statistics with 
linear regression And alge- 
braic entry. The ideal student 
science calculator 
candidate. Assisted on pric- 
ing projects for QM The HP- 
17Bofferseasyalgebraicentry 
Plus time value of money, cash 
flows and linear regression to 
analyze budgets and forecasts 
HP Serve lets her enter her own 
formulas and solve for any 
variable, 
ewlett- 
Packard's calculators are built 
for your success Look for them 
at your campus bookstore Or 
call 1-800-752-0900, Ext 668E. 
for your nearest dealer 
Wt never stop taking "Wlut if... 
HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
■ 
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Arts/Entertainment 
Singing,dancing 
provide students 
with summer jobs 
By Joe Griggs 
Arts editor 
Summer jobs are often not the most 
glamorous of professions. Frying bur- 
gers, peddling products door to door 
and cleaning toilets are among the 
basic tasks many students end up per- 
forming. 
Some students, however, find other 
opportunities. Instead of working a 
hot, greasy minimum-wage job, they 
spend their summers working at re- 
sorts and amusement parks. 
Every year, many parks such as 
Kings Island. Opryland. The Stephen 
Foster Story and Disney World hold 
auditions at the university and other 
schools. 
Students audition for these shows 
by performing an upbeat song and a 
ballad, which is videotaped and judged 
by casting directors. 
Dan Bisig, a music merchandising 
major, performed at Opryland this 
summer in a show called "Country 
Music USA." 
Bisig described it as "a show that 
went through the history of country 
music from the old church hymns to 
modem folk hits." 
"I played several characters,'* he 
said. "The majority of the show is im- 
personations." 
Some of the impersonations Bisig 
did included J im Reeves and members 
of the Oak Ridge Boys and Alabama. 
Bisig performed in the show three 
to four times a day, each show running 
about SS minutes. 
Having previously worked at Kings 
Island and Kentucky Kingdom, Bisig 
was experienced at performing before 
an audience. But he said his experi- 
ence at Opry land has been the best yet. 
"It was the greatest experience I' ve 
had because of the people I worked 
with," he said. "It is by far a much 
better situation than slapping ham- 
burgers." 
Theater major Scott McG uf fin also 
appeared in shows this summer, but he 
performed at the smaller Jenny Wiley 
State Park in Prestonsburg. 
McGuffin's duties required sing- 
ing, dancing and acting in all four 
shows the park presented this sum- 
mer. 
McG uf fin was in "1940s Radio 
Hour" and the chorus of "Hello Dolly." 
He played an Indian in "The Jenny 
Wiley Story" and a member of the 
gang the Jets in "West Side Slory." 
"We did a different show every 
night," he said. "It was more interest- 
ing because it never got monotonous." 
The days for McGuffin would begin 
at 9 a,m. to rehearse for most of the 
day. The staff members would put on 
the show at 7 p.m. then help rebuild 
the set for the show that would be 
performed the following night. 
McGuffin, who played the lead role 
in the university's production of 
"Romeo and Juliet" said the experi- 
ence was something he would like to 
pursue as a permanent career. 
"I do want to go into acting. It's a 
very good start for students because 
it's not up to Broadway's standards of 
excellence, but it's still a professional 
company. You get to work with these 
people and really see what it takes to 
be successful." 
He said, "It's much better (than 
previous summer jobs) because it's 
hopefully what I'll be doing with my 
life. There's nothing better than get- 
ting paid to do something I enjoy." 
Not all students, however, per- 
formed before an audience. Some 
chose to work backstage instead. 
Kim First, a theater major, also 
■ 
INTERNATIONAL FILM SERIES 
Photo courtesy of Jim Bisig 
Jim Bisig performs in "Country Music USA" at Opryland. 
worked at Jenny Wiley, but as a props 
mistress in the technical crew. 
First would help build the sets, run 
errands and gather props, which ranged 
from magazines to a vintage Coke 
machine. 
She said she was encouraged to 
apply for the job by faculty members 
Jeffrey Dill and Homer Tracy, both of 
whom also worked at the park this 
summer. Dill designing costumes and 
Tracy directing. 
"Summer stock is an important ex- 
perience if you plan on going into 
theater at all," First said. "You learn a 
lot, and it's very hard. Any experience 
a theater major could get is valuable." 
First said the experience of work- 
ing in the park made her even more 
ambitious about going into theater. 
"It made me decide that it's defi- 
nitely what I would want to do," she 
said. "It's a lot of hard work, but it's 
worth it." 
MONDAY 7 p.m. 
CRABBE LIBRARY 108 
Sept 12 Lfl REGEIlTfl Spain 
Based on a novel by LeopoldoClarin, the story issetin 18th century Spain, 
and investigates the prejudices oft small town against women. 
94 minutes 
Sept 19 HIDDEn FORTRESS Japan 
Alrira Kurosawa takes the conventional Japanese-period film and com- 
bined it with fairy-tale elements.   139 minutes 
sept26 29CULTURE WEEK FIL1HS 
Oct. 10DIVR France 
An opera-intoxicated 18-year- old mail carrier becomes entangled in a 
web of murder, intrigue and passion.    123 minutes 
Oct. 17 T ARTUFFEE England 
Mouere's master of evil worms his way intoa wealthy Parisian household. 
112 minutes 
Oct. 24 01RCBETH USA 
Orson Welle's powerful portrayal in Shakespeare's immortal clastic. 
112 minutes 
Oct. 31 THE LRST WAVE Australia 
A mesmerizing thriller about the supernatural. Richard Chamberlain stars 
as an Australian lawyer.    109 minutes 
Nov. 7THE BOOS mUST BE CRHZ Y Africa 
This unlikely comedy about an innocent bustunan's encounter with the 
20th century has become a cult film.    109 minutes 
Nov 14 ELVIRA mABIBAn Sweden 
Two star-crossed lovers lost in a self-absorbed romance are the subject of 
what has been called one of the most beautiful films ever made.   90min- 
utes 
Nov.2iZ0BBH THE GREEK Greece 
Anthony Quinn is Zorba, a crude, sly and lusty lover of life, 
utes 
142 min- 
Film Series begins run 
Photo courtesy of Jim Bisig 
Bisig, second from left, and co-performers do impersonations of The Oak Ridge Boys. 
Progress Staff Report 
The International Film Series will 
begin its fall semester run Sept. 12 in 
Room 108 of the John Grant Crabbe 
Library. 
The series, coordinated by the uni- 
versity's international office and in- 
structional media, offers a different 
foreign film every week free of charge. 
Many of the films are English- 
spjtakinc;; ••*. others being either 
dubbed or with sustitles. 
Some of the countries represented 
in the series are Spain, Australia, Ja- 
pan, England, France, Sweden and 
Greece. 
The series is now in its fifth year 
and is designed to appeal to students 
tastes and serve as an instructional aid. 
The films in the series are meant to 
show a wide range of cultures, but 
more emphasis is placed on English- 
speaking films to draw more students. 
Subtitles are used as seldom as pos- 
sible. 
The films will be shown every at 7 
p.m. every Wednesday night through- 
out the fall semester. 
W&WSWH HAS 
ROCK YOUR... DOMKEY OFFttt 
I.OO PITCHERS 
EVERY MIGHT 
Videos and Dancing Nightly 
135 East Main, Downtown 
1 
The brothers of 4K^welcome you back 
and invite you 
to join us during the fall fraternity rush. 
RUSH SCHFTX H F 
Aup2B 4-7 KICKOFF-Ravho 
Aug30  5-7 CoohouVRavrw 
Sapt 1   M HartMhoawVoatybal- 
PrtMrFWd 
Sapt 7    5-7 Pig Roaot-Muta Bam 
Sapt 8  &8 SideShow+tomdon 
Sapt 12 6:30-830 Banana Spfts- 
Karramar 
Sapt 14 5-7 PooUtowsl 
We are celebrating 10 
strong years at EKU. 
So come be a part 
Sincerely, 
Brothers of 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
f, 
WEKU offers change 
of pace with region's 
only classical format 
ByJoeGrlgas 
Arts editor 
Lexington may be a growing me- 
tropolis where there are many radio 
station* and many types of musk for 
people to choose from. 
But, surprisingly, only one station 
in the area often a format devoted 
mainly to classical musk, and that 
i is 88.9 WEKU-FM. 
WEKU isapubbc. non-profit radio 
station with a transmitter near Clays 
Ferry and another in Hazard, which 
broadcasts at 90.9 WEKH. 
The musical format at WEKU is 
purely classical, with news programs 
in the morning and evening and spe- 
cial programs on the weekends. 
"We're basically a classical musk 
station," station manager Tom Ford 
said. "But we usually save our week- 
ends for special programming." 
WEKU features a different classi- 
cal concert every night, and it is the 
only station that has rights to broad- 
cast the Lexington Philharmonic. 
Trie station has three disc jockeys, 
one being Lay Lee, whose experi- 
ences include doing voice-overs for 
television and performing with the 
Lexington Philharmonk. 
'Tor a disc jockey to work here, he 
would have to be real familiar with 
classical musk," Ford said. "We also 
look for conversational delivery." 
On the weekends, WEKU offers 
some jazz, folk and variety music. 
Some of the special programs include 
"Horizons," a show that tocuses on a 
different minority individual or group 
and "Cambridge Farm," which deals 
with national and international affairs 
and the environment. 
Others include "Book Gallery." a 
critical review of books. "Open Micro- 
phone." covering a broad range of 
topics including public affairs, arts, 
government and war, and "Women's 
Sounds." featuring musk by and for 
women. 
WEKU began airing 24 hours a day 
this summer and will celebrate its 20th 
birthday in October. 
"What we've done (in the past 20 
years) is define our nkhe better. We're 
trying to become more consistent in 
our programming. We'dlike to appeal 
to a broader audience." 
Other recent accomplishments of 
the station include the production of 
"Braids," a radio drama about a girl 
growing up, trying to figure out who is 
influencing her life. 
Unlike WDMC, WEKU is not a 
student-run station, but many posi- 
tions are given to students, and many, 
such as Ford, rise to more prominent 
positions. 
"We do a lot for EKU. promoting 
sports and activities on campus," he 
said. "We think it's a good idea to have 
good relations with the university." 
"We do provide the opportunity for 
students in the mass communications 
department," he said. "This is good 
testing ground for students." 
Former employees of WEKU in- 
clude channel 18 anchor Mindy Shan- 
non and former channel 36 reporter 
Stephanie Horn. 
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Commercials are 
one big headache 
ROCking and Rolling Program phrjto>Cr^toBolton 
Legal Weapon performed Aug. 24 at the amphi- 
theater in the Ravine. Pictured are Eddie Wayne, 
left, and Kat Arthur, bass guitarist and vocalist of 
the Los Angeles-based band. 
Prograsa photo/Charlie Botton 
Herb Wilburn plays classical hits for WEKU. 
A*********************** 
What's  happening 
***********************H 
* George Jones will be performing at 8 p.m. Friday at Lexington's Rupp 
Arena. Many tickets are still available at $14.75 each. 
* Sy«X)pa»edlnc.ishostingafreedayofdanccfroml0a.m.to4p.m.Sept 
10. Classes will be held at the studios on the third floor of Arts Place at 161 
N. Mill St. for both children and adults. Classes will include yoga, jazz, Af- 
rican, Middle Eastern, modem, tap, creative movement, musical theater and 
street dancing. 
* More than $ 1,000 in prizes will be awarded in the Southern Classic Po- 
etry Contest. Poems must be 20 lines or less, on any subject and written in 
any styte.All en tries will be considered for publication, and a free subscrip- 
tion to the newsletter Po^iicr will be received. Deadline toenter is Oct. 15. 
Send poems to Southern Classic Poetry Contest. Great Lakes Poetry Press, 
P.O. Box 56703, Harwood Heights, 01., 60656. 
* Kentucky Art and Craft Foundation Gallery will present "Sticks." a 
historic and contemporary display of Kentucky canes Sept 7- Nov. 5 at the 
Kentucky Art and Craft Gallery in Louisville. A public reception to meet the 
artists will take place 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Sept. 13. The gallery is located at 
609 W. Main St 
Whenever I happen to kick back 
and watch television, it is inevitable 
that one question will always come to 
mind. 
Why are commercials so incredi- 
bly stupid? 
After careful consideration of this 
matter, I have come to the conclusion 
that an the advertising bigwigs on 
Madison Avenue must either be in- 
sane or on drugs. 
Think about it. When was the last 
time you sat through a few commer- 
cials without getting a massive head- 
ache, becoming thoroughly nauseous 
or having your intelligence insulted 
Some of the worst have to be fast- 
food commercials. Don't you just love 
it when all the employees are dancing 
and singing cheerfully around the 
kitchen, seeming to be thrilled beyond 
belief to be standing over a hot grill 
and slinging those french fries? 
That's fumy. In most of the fast- 
food restaurants I go to, the employees 
have the manners of Joan Rivers and a 
severe case of acne. 
Some food commercials must strive 
tobeannoying. A perfect example of 
this is the Heinze ketchup commer- 
cials. 
Is anyone really dazzled when a 
man sets the bottle sideways on the 
edge of a building and allows the 
ketchup to fall on his hot dog below? 
And does anyone really think the 
ketchup will help him g.n a date? 
But one sure-fire way not to get a 
date is not to have enough Miracle 
Whip. And God forbid you should not 
always be sucking on a Certs. 
Then there are the dreaded cereal 
commercials, all of which rely on ei- 
ther overly cute kids or overly mo- 
ronic adults to "charm'' us. All they 
succeed in doing, however, is causing 
a dire need for aspirin. 
The Nut N Honey campaign is at- 
trockxis. Right-wing crusaders should 
be directing their attention toward these 
commercials instead of crime and 
horror shows for promoting violence 
because every time I see them, I have 
an insatiable desire to slap everyone in 
it 
Grape-nuts is not much better. The 
couple chosen to be the spokespeopfe 
have about as much flair as two pieces 
of wet cardboard. Their cutesy-poo 
antics are the equivalent of having 
gravel ground in your back teeth. 
Pepsi is always alternating celebri- 
ties, paying them millions just to peddle 
Pepsi products. 
We get to see Mkhael Jackson 
priss around a stage, Mike Tyson priss 
around his kitchen and Michael J. Fox 
drink the cola from a piece of paper 
On the 
Lookout 
,  JoaGrtggs 
from a Xerox machine. How exciting. 
And they only get paid a few mil- 
lion for these tasks. Gee. the price you 
pay for feme is enormous. 
Others are equally annoying. Does 
anyone really care if Cybill Sheppard 
does not trust people who do not eat 
beef or what Victoria Principal's 
beauty secrets are (or better yet, why 
she does not apply them)? 
And who could forget Brooke 
Shields' anti-smoking ad where she 
proclaims anyone who smokes as being 
a "real loser." 
Well, I know 111 never touch an- 
other cancer stick again. Since it was 
denounced by a prudish, bushy-eye- 
browed no-talent who has crammed 
her virtue down everyone's throat a 
few times too many, I'm surprised 
there are any smokers left in the world. 
Speaking of public service com- 
mercials, it is certainly conunewdabie 
of the networks to give so much sir 
time for these causes, butaren'tsome 
of these ads just too much? 
My favorite is the one where the 
parents are awakened by a phone call 
in the middle of the night from their 
son. and they are so proud to hear that 
he just said no. 
I'm sure. The typical response 
would be"Youjust**%«# woke ase 
up, you little @#!%•!!!" 
And no one can forget aU the laxa- 
tive, douche, maxi-pad and hemor- 
rhoid-relkf commercials. Networks 
won't advertise condoms, which can 
save people's lives, but they'll adver- 
tise these? Go figure it out 
True, advertising pays for moat 
areas of the media. But must commer- 
cials be so perky, corny and melodra- 
matic? Must they insult our intelli- 
gence and make us want to throw 
rocks through the television screen? 
I think III end this column with a 
riddle. 
What do you get if you mix bubbfe- 
headed models, egotistical movk stars, 
taste tests, new-and.unproved cam- 
paigns, reduced sugar/salt/caffeine 
promotions, scientific studies and cute 
kids in a blender and put the resuk on 
our television screens? 
Answer a huge profit for Tylenol. 
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Hockey 
team gets 
ready for 
first game 
By JeffNewtoa 
Sports editor 
Not everyone playing university 
field hockey wants to repeat on last 
year's record-setting pace. 
Some players, have other ideas of 
what they would rather be doing. 
1 should have joined the band." 
one player said. 
*T bate this game," someone else 
mumbled. 
They don't really hats the game, 
but the start of a new season only 
reminds those participating how much 
they will have to go through to better 
what they did last year. 
Last year the Colonels were 14-7. 
This mark gave the Colonels the 
record for the most wins in a season 
and allowed them to win a Midwest 
Independent Championship. 
At the start of this year's university 
field hockey season, players and 
coaches are wondering about their 
goals and how they can improve on 
last year's record-setting performance. 
"We would be selling ourselves 
short if we didn't try to do that again 
this year." field hockey coach Linda 
Sharpless said. 
Sharpless, who look over the job as 
head coach last season, said much of 
the success of this year's team would 
depend on the performance of two 
freshmen. 
This year the Colonels will have to 
rely on the roles of two freshmen 
goalkeepers in their quest for another 
title. 
"How long it takes to adjust to the 
Recruit joins 
basketball team 
this season 
Progress staff report 
Head basketball coach Max Good 
announced the signing of Robert Elam 
of Detroit to a rational letter of intent. 
Elam played high school basket- 
ball with Detroit Central High School 
where he averaged 16.7 points per 
game. 
Elam was an all-metro, all-city and 
third team all-state selection for De- 
troit Central last year. 
Elam started for Detroit Central for 
three seasons, arid fie graduated in the 
top 20 percent in his school academi- 
cally. 
At 5-foot-10. 16S pounds, Elam 
will be playing a point guard role for 
the Colonels this season. 
The Colonels closed out the season 
with an overall record of 18-11 tying 
for third place in the Ohio Valley Con- 
ference. 
Progress photo/Charli* Bolton 
Two freshmen go for the ball in a pracitice early this week. Feild hockey starts this week. 
college game will tell us a lot," Shar- 
pless said. 
Sharpless said college field hockey 
is faster paced and often goalies come 
from high school unprepared in terms 
of slopping rebounds and playing up 
to a college speed. 
"In high school, you often have one 
shot, and then the play is over but in 
college you might have three or four 
shots," Sharpless said. 
"It is just going to take them time to 
adjust." 
Another important factor will be if 
returning senior Heather Shockey will 
be able to overcome an injury to her 
knee, one which required surgery 
earlier this year. 
"I am 85 percent compared to my 
other knee," Shockey said at practice 
on Monday. 
Shockey has made substantial prog- 
Bullitt Central's Greathouse signs with basketball team 
Progress Staff report 
Head basketball coach Max Good 
has anounced Kirk Greathouse has 
signed a national letter of intent with 
the university for the upcoming Colo- 
nel basketball season. 
Greathouse played basketball for 
Bullitt Central High School in Bullitt 
County. 
Greathouse was a third team all- 
state choice last year. He averaged 
193 points per game and rebounded 
for an average of 9.7 bounds per game. 
Greathouse is a native of Shep- 
erdsvi lie. He is a 56.5 percent shooter 
from the field, and 75 percent shooter 
at the free throw stripe. 
Heis6feet,l inch tall,and weighs 
175 pounds. 
Greathouse graduated in ',K top 
fifth of his class. 
Greathouse's high school finished 
the season at 22-6 last season. 
"We are very pleased he is going to 
be with us this season," Good said, 
As well as being third team all- 
state last year, Greathouse was an all- 
district and all-region pick in the stau 
last year. 
ress since she was first allowed lateral 
movement Aug. 8. 
"It has only been 20 days since I 
have been able to work it," Shockey 
added. 
Her injury prevented her from play- 
ing in last year's indoor season and, 
according to Shockey, hampered her 
playing skills somewhat. 
Miami of Ohio is the Colonels'first 
regular season opponent That game is 
slated for Sept 9 at Miami 
Senior team leader, Tammy 
Vrooman hopes to score more goals 
than her six from last year. 
1 had 78 shots on goal, and I just 
want to score more goals for the amount 
of shots I am taking," she said. 
Vrooman,a20-year-oldsemor,said 
the team needs to get in better shape. 
"We need to be in a little bit better 
condition," Vrooman said. 
The first game will be a scrimmage 
with a state field hockey club. 
It is scheduled at 1 p.m. Sept 4. 
"I think how we gel as a team will 
be important" Sharpless said. 
"I think we will be real competitive 
and I'll be real disappointed if we are 
not" 
FIELD HOCKEY 
SCHEDULE 
Sept 4    Bluegrass (Scrimmage) 
Sept 9    Miami (Ohio) 
Sept 10 Central Michigan 
Sept 17 LaSalle 
Virginia Commonwealth 
Sept 18  Radford 
Sept. 25  Appalachian State 
Sept 27  Berea 
Sept 28  Bellarmine 
Oct 1      Kent Slate 
Davis and Ekins 
Oct 7     Louisville   I 
Oct 8      St Louis 
Oct IS    Southern Missouri 
Southern IU'tnios 
Oct 19   Louisville  I 
Oct 22   Ohio X 
Oct 28- Midwest Independent 
Tournament 
Colonels  Corner 
289 South Second St. 623-0456 
T 
Colonels     Corner 
:   ■     ■ 
FoLirt 
(   ■ 
$2.49 
WE 
GREEKS 
I   I it I o iir I  s     Yogurt     Shop 
OFF 
ALL 
ITEMS 
Congratulations New Sorority Pledges 
&(b& 
From The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha 
* *«» '■_«***«*«*'*«" 
CHECK OUT OUR 
SPECIALS 
GREEK WEAR 
ACCESSORIES! 
CONNECTION 
Located in the Richmond Mall   623-8260 
Hours   Mon.-Sat. 10:00 am -9:00 p.m.  Sun 12:30 p.m. -6:00pm. 
Volleyball 
gets set 
ByJtfTNawtoB 
Sports editor 
The Colonel Volleyball team isn't 
going to win game* with in height 
This is the general concensus of 
many people plotting out the Colo- 
neb'nurse dus season. 
"We haven't got slot of height, but 
we do have some good vertical jumps," 
university Coach Geri Polvino said. 
Pol vino, who has coached women's 
volleyball for 21 years, said the jump- 
ing ability of her Colonels will help 
her team overcome its height disad- 
vantage. 
"We will be giving up one or two 
inches to some of the bigger schools; 
bat we have good speed, and we feel 
rral good about our two quarterbacks.'* 
Those quarterbacks are Patty Kantz 
and Cathy Murray. 
They play what is thought to be by 
many as the toughest role on the court. 
They are the setters. 
Another important factor will be 
how well the Colonels control the 
tempo of die game. 
"We fed we can change the mo- 
mentum, and that is very hard to do in 
volleyball," Polvino said. 
As far as goals for the season, Polv- 
ino said she hopes to regain the Ohio 
Valley Conference title back from 
Morehead Stale University. 
The OVC crown was held by the 
Colonels from 1981 until last year. 
Prior to losing the first of two regu- 
lar season games against Morehead. 
the Colonels had won 49 consecutive 
matches and were well on their way to 
winning another OVC championship. 
But Morehead beat the Colonels in 
their only conference upset and went 
on to win the OVC title. 
Polvino said the competition was 
needed to help teams in the OVC grow 
to a more equal competitiveness. 
"It was kind of a bittersweet loss, 
but now there are teams that will be 
able to challenge our dynasty," she 
said. 
The season kickoff will be in the 
Kentucky Kick- Off Klasak in Lex- 
ington, where the Colonels will play 
nationally ranked Univeristy of Ken- 
tucky. 
"Our goal is to play them to five 
games," Polvino said 
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Barton picked as chairman 
of physical education dept. 
By Jeff Newton 
Sports editor 
A new chairman has been named to 
the depf tineas of physical education. 
Dr. Robert Barton, head athletic 
trainer, has been named to fill the chair 
left by Dr. Peggy Standland. 
According to Dr. Robert Baugh. 
dean of physical education. Barton 
was one of two applicants, in an in- 
houte search, to be considered for the 
position. 
Baugh said Standland vacated the 
position of chair in order to utilize an 
early reorement option. 
Barton took over the job two weeks 
ago by request of the department 
Barton will remain as head athletic 
trainer for the university and will rely 
heavily on his assistant athletic train- 
ers to pick up much of the load he will 
be unable to handle. 
"Having such competent assistant 
athletic trainers gave me the opportu- 
nity to make this all possible," Barton 
said in a telephone interview. 
They are both very efficient and 
will take up much of the slack when 
Bobby Barton 
I'm away in the afternoon," Barton 
said. 
Barton's appointment marks a 
unique situation in that he is staying 
on ss trainer and filling a dual role in 
university athletics. 
He said his role is inter-related. 
"I certainly think there is an over- 
lap." he said 
"You don't have to be a good ath- 
letic trainer to be a physicaJ educator, 
and the same is true for the opposite," 
he said. 
"But the two areas overlap some- 
what, and I have a pretty good feel for 
what is needed to be done withm die 
department" 
Barton will be leaching less with the 
appointment of the position. 
When asked if he thought he would 
be doing any major restructuring in 
the department. Barton said he would 
not 
"Eastern has always had a long his- 
tory of leadership in physical educa- 
tion," he said. 
"It is a very good department to 
come into and rely on working in the 
past instead of making drastic 
changes." Barton said. 
Barton, 42, said he plans on remain- 
ing as chairman for at least 8 years.    » 
Barton will be busy going to depart- 
mental meetings and overseeing new ,, 
changes in an option program for 
physical education majors. 
"He will have a very heavy work- 
lead." Baugh said. "But I am sure he j 
can handle it" 
Cross country team off and 
running with new season 
Progress photo/CrUstite DoHon 
Becky Baker goes up for a block during practice. 
As for match play, Polvino has 
confidence her Colonels can play well 
enough defensively to be able to take 
on their Division I competition. 
"We have always been in the top 
10 in the nation in terms of backcourt 
defense and now we are trying to add 
some backcourt blocking," she said. 
There training schedule has been a 
tough one with lifting and jump train- 
ing being part of their everyday rigor. 
"Its a brutal sport and you have to 
be in very good shape to play it," 
Polvino said 
"Everyone thinks of volleyball as a 
backyard sport,''she added. 
The Colonels start their season 
Sept3. 
Their first home game of the regu- 
lar season will be Septl3 when the 
Colonels will play Western Kentucky 
University in the Weaver Gymnasium. 
"We first want to come together as 
a team," Polvino said. "We are really 
young, and we are going to take each 
match as it comes through the 
By Jeff Newton 
Sports editor 
If you don't know anything about 
the women's cross country team, it 
might surprise you to know it has 
never lost to an Ohio Valley Confer- 
ence opponent. 
Even more interesting is the team 
has won six consecutive OVC cham- 
pionship titles. 
So how do you improve on statis- 
tics like that? 
You obviously can't improve on 
the conference record. 
Head Coach Rick Erdmann isn't 
worrying about improving as much as 
he is just plain not losing. 
"When I took over the job, it was 
kind of a challenge to me," he said. 
After less than two weeks of offi- 
cial practice, the defending OVC 
Champions will sonder off to Marshall 
University for the Marshall Invita- 
tional scheduled for Sept 3. 
The last three years the Colonels 
have participated in the meet, they 
have walked away with victories each 
time. 
Erdmann sees the meet as sort of a 
warm-up for the season and said he 
will be Dying to get his team thinking 
in terms of team unity. 
"I think that if we have a weakness, 
it is in our depth." he said 
"So if we can run as a unity, I think 
we can do very well." 
Returning this season for the Colo- 
neb will be three crucial links in the 
cross country attack. 
Allison Kotouch will lead the team 
with her senior leadership followed 
closely by junior runners Tama Clare 
and Lisa Mulloy. 
The three will have a giant hole to 
fill in the k>ss of senior ChristineSnow. 
Snow, a two-time OVC cross coun- 
try champion, completed her four years 
of eligibility last year. 
"We don't quite have the numbers, 
but we have three pretty good run- 
ners," Erdmann said. 
five Erdmann said he recruited 
freshmen runners for this season. 
"We recruited five, three of which 
are already pretty good runners." ha 
Erdmann said the upcoming meet 
at Marshall should be a relatively easy 
win for the Colonels. 
"I would be really surprised if 
anyone were to beat us," he said. "I'd 
be really surprised if we didn't win the 
whole thing." 
Some of the tougher competition 
for the Colonels this year will come 
from the University of Kentucky. 
"Kentucky is going to be tough," 
he said. 
Other teams the Colonels have to 
pay close attention to this year are 
Purdue University and Miami (Ohio) 
University. 
"Our goal is to do well in the con- 
ference," Erdmann said. "Everything 
we do will sim for the last week in 
October," 
WELCOME 
BACK 
E K U 
624 9351 
ITS BACK      HAPPY HOUR 
2 FOR 1 VISITS 1 1:00       1:00 p.m 
FREE PRIZES 
REGISTER TO WIN   ONE MONTH 
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EARN $20.00 TODAY 
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CARPET-CARPET-CARPET 
See Big Full Rolls 
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Everything must sell! 
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Anderson Carpet Co., Inc. 
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Open 
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Wednesday : 75* 
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Humphrey   receives 
red carpet send-off 
before Olympics 
Pressure of Olympic Games gets 
closer for university hurdler 
By Jeff Newtoa 
Sports editor 
Since winning the 100-meter 
hurdles at the Olympic Trials, Jackie 
Humphrey has become to Richmond 
as important as mustard is to a hot dog. 
Monday night the city of Richmond 
let Humphrey know it 
Local area leaders as well as con- 
cerned and curious residents turned 
out in force for the declaration of Jackie 
Humphrey Day. 
What a day it was. 
"I'm bcgining to feel the pressure 
more since tonight's dinner,'' she said. 
"I didn't expect tonight's dinner to be 
what it was." 
But Jackie Humphrey couldn 't deny 
fame any longer. 
More than 300 people turned out to 
"follow Jackie's dream," as the famil- 
iar slogan reads. 
Jackies dream of going to the Olym- 
pics began when she was a freshman at 
the university. 
Now her dream is to win a gold 
medal. 
She isn't alone. 
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins was on 
hand to give an additional boost of 
American glory. 
Kentucky University," he said. 
Both Humphrey's coaches had a 
chance to speak in her honor. 
Head track and field coach Rick 
Erdmann presented Humphrey with 
the female athlete of the year a ward for 
the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Those who were on hand to meet 
Humphrey for the first time got a 
chance to see her in action. 
A film presentation highlighted the 
dinner with footage of Humphrey's 
college career as well as footage from 
the Olympic Trials in Indianapolis. 
Humphrey, who is a six-time 
NCAA Ail-American, was surprised 
by a skit put on by her friend Robin 
White. The skit portrayed Humphrey's 
stay in Seoul, South Korea. 
Alan Cutler of television station 
WLEX was the guest speaker at the 
dinner. 
He praised Humphrey on choosing 
the university as her place for aca- 
demic as well as athletic advance- 
ment. 
"Jackie, I wonder how many 
coaches in North Carolina are kicking 
themselves that they didn't recruit 
you," he said. 
Cutler praised Humphrey for her rnszssrispsi -»- <* s; va™ .*»* . 
the county and speaking with the stu- 
dents. 
"What she did today is better than 
anything she did on the field," he said. 
"I think it is wonderful when ath 
Humphrey will now be an ambassador 
for the nation. 
The dinner, which was held in the 
Carl D. Perkins Building, entertained 
'taSK»»E«B*, I   Mb.**.*-—*,-* 
gave Humphrey one of her many proc- 
lamations. 
So did Madison County Judge 
Executive Harold Botner. 
State Sen. William Clouse gave 
added 
Also on hand was WLEX anchor, 
Mindy Shannon. 
"Jackie is the greatest female ath- 
lete in the school's history,'' she said. 
After dinner, Humphrey stayed to 
Olympic dreams bring 
on added pressure 
Progress photo/Charlie Bolton 
Humphrey poses for a picture after dinner. 
Humphrey a senate citation in honor si    aulograpt^^ alk wilh jgjfc 
of her achievements. Wednesday. Humphrey will depart 
When all the awards and gifts were for Santa Barbara, Calif, 
given out, university President Dr. H.       She said she will be running in the 
Hanly Funderburk praised Humphrey open hundred to increase her speed 
for all she has done for the university, and then she is off lo Japan where she 
"Thank you for all the favorable will join the U.S. Olympic team be- 
puWicity you have brought to Eastern fore going on lo Seoul. 
NBC-TV COVERAGE OF 100-METER HURDLES 
Sept. 28 -- 8:30 p.m.. First Round 
Sept. 28 -- 11:30 p.m.. Second Round 
Sept. 29 -- 9 p.m., Semi-finals 
Sept 29-11:10 p.m.. Finals 
Jackie Humphrey is feeling the 
pressure of the Olympics so much, she 
can't even spell her name correctly on 
an autograph. 
I had just finished quizzing her on 
all the hoopla and decided to ask her 
for an autograph for my dear old dad 
Besides, she was the fastest woman 
in the United Stales in the 100-meter 
hurdles, and I thought my father might 
find her autograph exciting. 
"Could you make it out lo Gor- 
don?" I asked. 
"Sore." she said. 
So she wrote, To Gordon," and 
under it, she signed it "Jackie 
Humphy." 
It wasn't until I relumed to the 
office that I first noticed the misspell- 
ing. 
Ifk seems odd to you thatacollege 
student misspells her name, you are 
right 
It might, however, be a clue to the 
amount of stress she-has been under 
since she won the Olympic Trials back 
injury. 
Her coach. Tim Moore, said she is 
handling the stress well 
She might be handling the stress 
well on the inside but with dozens of 
people wanting autographes and mil- 
lions wanting a gold medal, she might 
be feeling a little stress on the outside. 
The pressure continued to grow 
-Monday when in a packed dining 
room in the Carl D. Perkins Building, 
Humphrey was given every award 
imaginable short of an Olympic gold. 
More than 300 people attended the 
event to honor Humphrey. 
After three proclamations, a cer- 
tificate making her a Kentucky Colo- 
nel, a Stale Government Citation, a 
speech from a U.S. congressman, a 
speech from a well-known Lexington 
sportscaster and a whole bunch of 
keepsakes from McDonald's, 
Humphrey must have felt the pressure 
of every living human being within a 
2,000-mile radius. 
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins flewinall 
the way from Washington, D.C., for 
the grand occasion. 
"I flewa flag over the Capitol in her 
honor,'* he said 
"Jackie will be an ambassador for 
the United States." he added. 
How's that for pressure. 
Par... 
for the course 
• V 
• 
—~   I 
*. Jeff Newton 
I think that my heart would have 
taken a plunge if I had been in her 
shoes. 
She might as well not think about 
fun. 
But she does seem to thrive of all 
the excitement surrounding her. 
When questioned about her possi- 
bility of winning a medal she said, "If 
anybody can do it, I can." 
At least she lakes with her the right 
attitude. 
The university having a Olympic 
athlete is a great feat, both for the 
university as well as for Humphrey. 
It only illustrates the positive as- 
pects of a very competitive athletic 
program. 
The events in Humphrey's name 
are well deserved. It is great for the 
university to strut its stuff. 
I agree with all the fun surrounding 
Jackie Humphrey. 
As a matter of fact, I have met a lot 
of interesting people in my field be- 
cause of all the hoopla. 
I hope it never ends. 
But the minute Humphrey doesn't 
do well, she will have to face the 
people who put so much pressure on 
her in the first place. 
I just don't want her to think we 
were not proud of her for not breaking 
any Olympic records. 
She has shown she has the talent to 
win anything she sets her mind on. 
There isn't any doubt to that 
It just seems appropriate to tell her 
we are already proud of her and we are 
going to be rooting for her no matter 
what happens. 
But enough pessimism. She will 
probably win so much gold, she will 
have to store it in Fort Knox. 
At least she has been sent off with 
one heck of a party. 
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Craft Shop 
10% OFF!! 
•f   all sorority crests, letters 
and special gift items 
I1EW LOCRTIOm 
Shoppers Villsga-Bshmd Ritzy'i  ~ 
623-5904^? 
Hamhoch   Liquor 
204 E. Water St. 
next to Bear &. Butt 
Largest Keg 
Selection in Town 
Ice 50* 
Stop in & check out the 
Back to School Specials! 
Students' checks cashed with ID 
ANNOUNCING 
New Concepts In Family Dentistiy 
Dr. Sieve Mottingly. D.M.D. 
Graduate of University of Kentucky 
College of Denuatry 
Resides In Richmond with his wife 
Ka thy park Mattlngry 
Flexible Office Hours Evenings and 
Saturdays 
Insurance Welcome 
Winners Circle Plum Visa. MaaterCard Accepted 
Boggs Lane and Eastern By Pass 
(Across from the "New" Richmond Mall) 
mirror Image Sponsors 
Sneak  Preview  Fashion Show 
Introducing the battle of the DJe, 
Dancing, and Bafraabmantal 
Coma on oat and Join ut for a night of fun I 
Wirror 
623-0222 
Saturday 
Tim*    : 
Location 
Community 
(YMCA) 
1100    East 
Richmond, 
Sept. 
8 
17 
00 until 
Talford 
Centar 
Main    St. 
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623-4090 
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u&**te*a COMPLETE 
EYE CARE 
EYEGLASSES 
CONTACTS 
DR. WILLIAM R. II OR. C L. DAVIS 
DR. WILLIAM T. 
228 W. Main -Richmond Ky. Open Men - Sat 8:30 am - 5:uu pen 
! 
STUDENT DISCOUNT COUPON 
Inauranca Walcome 
Medical Cards 
Cradtt Tarma 
AN 623-3358 
AN Branda of Contacts 
Soft a SaWH-Soft 
Mambar of Kentucky Optomt>a*tc Association 
Bifocal Contacts 
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